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ABSTRACT 

As device sizes have decreased, the effect of localized defects on semiconductor 

performance has increased. Many point defects are electrically active and can therefore 

directly affect the charge carrier concentrations and lifetimes of devices. This makes 

understanding the behavior of these defects important. 

This dissertation involves theoretical work on localized defects (impurities and 

intrinsic defects) in the elemental and compound semiconductors C, 5f, -BP, AlP., SiC, 

and BN. The theoretical level is approximate HF, ab-initio Hartree-Fock (HF), and 

post-HF treatments in electron correlation. The host crystals are modeled with 

molecular clusters. Several topics are treated in this work: 

1. The potential energy surface for H in wurtzite (2H) SiC is obtained. The results 

are extended to the 6H polytype. Theoretical predictions are compared to the available 

experimental data. 

2. The activation energies for diffusion for 0 in various semiconductors (C, Si, BP, 

AlP, SiC, BN) and its dependence of the paxameters of the host (ionicity, lattice 

constant, etc.) axe calculated. Note that calculated diffusion properties calculated in 

this work are related to microscopic diffusion. 

3. While H interacts with a variety of defects in c-Si, it can also interact with itself. 

The stability of H dimers in Si are studied and the stable species are predicted. 

4. The equilibrium and diffusion properties of the vacancy and of vacancy-^n (n< 

4) complexes are studied. These results demonstrate that it is possible that the Y-H 

Vll 



pair is highly mobile. This prediction is consistent with several recent experimental 

observations. 

Why these studies are relevant and how the calculations are performed are 

discussed. Theoretical results are compared to known experimental results and 

predictions are made regarding future experimental work wherever possible. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Semiconductors are one of the most important class of materials in use today. 

"WTiile many materials have been found to be semiconducting, (elementaJ group IV 

materials, group IV-W, lE-V, E-VI and some I-VII compounds, as well as materials 

such as NiO'^, Ti02, HgTe/CdTe,'^ etc.) the most important ones are the group I\' 

elemental (c-C, Si, Ge) and group HI-V compound {GaAs, GaP, etc.) semiconductors. 

In these crystals, non-overlapping energy bands result from the bonding-antibonding 

splitting of covalent bonds between the host atoms. The most common crystalline 

structures are the diamond (for elementals) and zincblende (for compounds) structures. 

In elemental semiconductors, each atom forms a bond with its 4 nearest neighbors 

(NN) and contributes one electron to each bond formed. These are purely covalent 

bonds. In the IV-IV compounds {SiC, SiGe, and their alloys), the bonds are also 

somewhat ionic due to the differences in the electronegativity of the two atoms. In the 

group ni-V semiconductors, the bonds are partly ionic but still mostly covalent. Each 

group n i atom contributes 3 electrons to the 4 bonds while each group \'̂  atom 

contributes 5 electrons to the 4 bonds. As a result of 2 different elements present with 

different electronegativities, the charge density along the bond is not symmetric, 

resulting in a slight ionic component in the bond. Of all the semiconductors. Si is the 

most conimonly used, but there is growing interest in the group W-TV and HI-V 

compounds, as well. 



The most common growth technique for crystalline Si is the Czochralski (CZ) 

method which involves pulling the crystal from a melt which often contains a 

predetermined concentration of dopants. The ingot is cut into wafers which are then 

polished to remove some surface imperfections. A thin epitaxial layer is grown on the 

doped substrate. An etching process removes the Si02 layer (which is used as an 

insulator) in desired areas to allow selective in-diffusion of impurites. After regions have 

been doped p- or n-type (in Si, one often uses B and P dopants, respectively), a 

metallic layer is deposited to coimect the devices. 

The manufacturing of semiconductor devices involves many steps such as those 

discussed previously. These devices contain both n- and p- type regions. This requires 

the distribution of dopants in precisely defined regions of the substrate and in weU 

defined concentrations. Even small variations in these processes affect the properties of 

the device. 

A variety of ways have been devised to introduce impurities into the 

semiconductor. While some impurities are desireable (e.g., dopants), many other 

electrically and optically active defects are unavoidably included in the material (for 

example, vacancies and self-interstitials during implantation, and impurities ranging 

from H to transition metals). 

High concentrations of oxygen are always present in Si crystals grown in silica 

crucibles by the Czochralski method, while high concentrations of N are found in Si 

grown by the same technique but in silicon nitride crucibles.^ Carbon is present in most 

Si crystals since the polycrystalline silicon used for the melt almost always contains 



some C. Carbon is also introduced because of the use of graphite heating elements. 

While boron is one of the most common dopants used in device technology, it can also 

be introduced in an uncontrolled maimer through the use of silica crucibles. Further, 

regardless of the growth technique used, all Si crystals are exposed to hydrogen during 

processing. {H is a compound of the chemicals used in organic masks, during wet and 

dry etching, etc.) 

Defects and impurities affect the electrical and optical properties of the material, 

diffuse thermally, may precipitate at higher temperatures, interact with each other and 

form com.plexes, act as recombination centers for charge Ccirriers, and disrupt or chemge 

in many ways the desired properties of the device. 

While high temperature treatments allow many more defects to interact than lower 

temperature treatments, the way impurities and defects interact often depends on the 

thermal history (previous annealings) of the sample. For example, during processing, the 

Si wafers are heated to temperatures as high as 1300K for the purpose of epitaxial 

growth, oxidation, gettering, and to allow for the diffusion of the dopants. 

It is clear that many different types of impurities and defects are present in working 

devices, even those obtained from the most perfect crystals available. A microscopic 

understanding of how these they interact with each other, with the substrate, and with 

the dopants is essential to optimize the properties of devices. This is especially 

important for the microstructures constructed today {•^ Q.Afim in size) in which even 

traces of impurities can disrupt the normal functions. The required microscopic 

information is obtained from experimental as well as theoretical studies. A theoretical 



study of two of the most common impurities {H and 0 ) in various materials represents 

the basic scope of this research. 

1.2 Defects 

1.2.1 An Introduction 

Intrinsic defects are imperfections of the host crystal. They can extend over 

himdreds of A , such as lattice dislocations, stacking faults, or grain boundaries, or be 

localized, such as vacancies or self-interstitials (host atoms that have been displaced 

from substitutional sites). Extrinsic defects are impurity atoms. They can be purposely 

implcinted for doping purposes or penetrate during growth or processing as discussed 

above. Localized defects are the building blocks from which defect aggregates or 

complexes are made, for example, impurity-impurity or impurity-defect pairs. These 

complexes usually have properties very different from those of isolated defects. 

Defects and complexes can result in major changes in the properties of the 

semiconductor. For example, they can act as electron-hole recombination centers thus 

reducing charge carrier lifetimes and concentrations, or remove the electrical activity of 

such centers, thus increasing the lifetime of charge carriers. They can also become 

shallow donors or acceptors themselves thus providkig new charge carriers. The \'ariety 

of interactions that impurities and defects exhibit in various materials creates the need 

to predict and control their behavior. 

The dominant mechanism through which these interactions occur is by thermally 

activated diffusion. Some defects are mobile even at low temperatures (for example, 

vacancies and self-interstitials) and diffuse through the material, interacting with other 



intrinsic defects or impurities. Other defects or impurities hardly diffuse at all even at 

very high temperatures (such as interstitial Ti in Si). 

While many intrinsic defects can be eliminated by slow growth techniques and heat 

treatments, impurities are sometimes more difficult to control. Gettering is a process 

which diffuses some selected impurities toward an unimportant region of the device. 

This technique is time consuming, expensive and does not remove them all. Another 

technique called passivation consists in reducing or eliminating the electrical activity of 

impurities or defects rather than physically removing the defects themselves. The most 

important passivating agent is hydrogen, but Li, F, or Cu are sometimes used as well. 

1.2.2 Hydrogen 

One of the most common impurities is hydrogen which is present in all 

semiconductors. Since H is often highly mobile and always chemically active. It is able 

to interact with a variety of impurities and defects. The binding energies for H range 

from a few tenths of an eV to a few eF's , which means that some H-defect complexes 

can be stable up to hundreds of degrees Celsius. 

The electrical and optical properties of defects are altered when H interacts with 

them. It is known that H removes the electrical activity (passivation) of many lattice 

defects. Shallow acceptors such as B, Al, and Ga in Si can be passivated by H as well. 

This was first demonstrated experimentaUy"^"^ and then later verified theoretically.® 

Johnson^ first showed that H passivates shallow donor impurities in n-type Si. 

Other studies have shown that H can passivate substitutional sulfur,^° as well as other 



shallow donors"^® like As. However, not all impurities are completely passivated by H: 

Be, Zn, and Cu in Ge^^~^^ are only partially passivated. 

In addition to passivating electrically active species, H also activates some 

normally inactive impurities, as in the case of substitutional C and Si in Ge. This was 

also first discovered expermimentally^^"^^ and was expledned theoretically some yecirs 

later.^^ Hydrogen can also act as a catalyst and enhance the diffusivity of interstial 0 as 

demonstrated both theoretically^® and experimentally.^^ 

Finally, hydrogen removes many deep levels from the band gap. In the case of 5i , 

dangling bonds can be saturated by H. Some transition metal impurities are also 

passivated (like Au"̂ *̂ ) while others (like Ti"̂ *̂ ) are not affected by H. 

Hydrogen interactions will be discussed in further detail in Chapter VI. Much of 

the work involving H in semiconductors has been reviewed in the past.^^ 

1.2.3 Oxygen 

Oxygen is also a very common impurity in most semiconductors. In CZ Si, 

interstitial 0 (0 , ) can reach concentrations of 10̂ ® cm~^. As a result, the properties of 

0 , in Si have been studied^^ since the 1950's. The most stable configuration for isolated 

interstitial oxygen 0 , is a bent Si-O-Si bond^ '̂̂ "^ with a bond length Si-0 =^1.6 A 

and a bond angle SiO^Si ^ 160°. In this configuration, 0 , rotates almost freely about 

the < 111 > axis. Prom stress induced dichroism experiments, the barrier for diffusion for 

Oi has been measured^"* to be 2.56 eV. Despite this high barrier, 0, becomes mobile 

around 450C and oxygen-related thermal donors (TD's) form,^^ in addition to other 



0-related aggregates which are not electrically active. Finally, 0 is also found at 

vacancies (A-center^^). Interstitial oxygen has been studied theoretically,^'' but recent 

work has concentrated on 0-related pairs and models for TD formation.^'-^^ 

1.3 Experimental and Theoretical Techniques 

Many experimental techniques are used to study microscopic or macroscopic 

properties of defects, impurities and complexes. The most common techniques aire (see 

Refs 29-31 for reviews): 

a. Infrared and Raman spectroscopy, which can provide the local vibrational 

modes, the symmetry (via uniaxial stress), the elements present in the complex (via 

isotope substitution) and annealing properties. 

b. Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) gives the concentration of species as a 

function of depth down to several niicrons below the surface. 

c. Spreading resistance profiles provide the concentration of electrically active 

species as a function of depth which is very useful in measuring the time dependent 

changes in electrical activity resulting from hydrogenation. 

d. Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) is a very sensitive technique to 

detect electrically active levels in the gap. Concentrations of some deep levels as low as 

10^^/cm^ have been detected. 

e. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) and Electron-Nuclear Double 

Resonance (ENDOR) are also sometimes used when dealing with paramagnetic defects. 
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f. Muon Spin Rotation (/xSR) which uses positive muons instead of protons is an 

important tool in the study of isolated hydrogen-like centers. More about this will be 

discussed in Chapter TV. 

Various theoretical approaches have been used to study point defects in 

semiconductors. Some techniques which are common in general solid state theory and 

have also been used to study point defects in semiconductors are the tightbinding 

method and methods involving Green's functions. Various semiempirical developments 

(actually developed for quantum chemical applications) have been utilized, some of 

which are the Huckel theory, MIND0/3 , and valence force methods. Parameterized 

Hartree-Fock techniques (such as PRDDO) as weU as ab-initio HF are the more common 

approaches. Density functional theory has also been applied to point defects in 

semiconductors. The goal in all cases is to quantitatively predict a variety of microscopic 

properties of localized defects at the microscopic level such as the equilibrium 

geometries, the existence of unstable or metastable states, the charge and spin densities, 

the local vibrational modes, the diffusion properties and other characteristics. More 

details about the theory will be given in Chapter HI. 

1.4 Scope of the Present ResezLTch 

The major goal of this research is to study two of the most common interstitial 

impurities in semiconductors: 0 and H. The semiconductor that the majority of this 

work involves is Si, however some of this study also includes other diamond and 

zincblende semiconductors (c-C, BP, AlP, SiC, and c-BN) as well as wurtzite and 6H 
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SiC. This investigation includes establishing the equilibrium configurations, the 

existence of metastable states, the activation energy for diffusion, the electronic 

structures and a search for trends. 

A brief description of the major points of this work follows. First, a discussion of 

the work involving H in SiC wiU be presented, then the study of 0 in elemental and 

compound semiconductors wiU be covered. Hydrogen dimers in Si will be discussed 

next, and finally, the vacancy and vacancy-jff interactions in Si. 

1.4.1 Hydrogen in Silicon Carbide 

Silicon carbide is a wide band gap semiconductor able to withstand extreme 

temperature and radiation conditions. Many forms of SiC can be doped p- and n-type 

in contrast to other hard forms such as diamond. It is therefore of considerable interest 

to study properties of defects in this "high-tech" material. Silicon carbide crystallizes in 

hundreds of polytypes with hexagonal, tetragonal, rhombohedral, and other symmetries. 

The most stable structure is the hexgonal 6H polytype, but the wurtzite (2H) and 

zincblende (3C) structures are common as well (see Chapter H). 

No theoretical studies of point defects in these hexagonal structures have been 

published prior to those described below.^^ The stability of H was studied in these 

semiconductors. The equilibrium configurations were determined along with the barriers 

for diffusion between the equilibrium sites. In order to study H in these materials, two 

codes had to be developed first to generate the molecidar clusters in the 2H and 3C 

polytypes. These clusters are used as models of the solids to be studied (see Sec 2.4). 
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The results are compared to similiar studies in 3C SiC. Since all of the interstitial 

sites in 6H SiC either exist or are similiar to those in the 2H or 3C polytypes, it is 

possible to use the 3C and 2H results to make predictions regarding the properties of H 

in 6H SiC as well. This work was done at the PRDDO level (see below). 

1.4.2 Oxygen in Group IV and HI-V Semiconductors 

For this study, the barrier for diffusion of 0 , was calculated in cubic Si, C, SiC, 

BN, BP, and AlP. This was part of a group research project^^ which included the 

study of the eqiulibrium configurations of 0 , , its barriers for rotation, its relative 

stability in the various hosts and its barrier for diffusion. Before this work, there had 

been no systematic studies for 0 , in these materials. This study was done at the 

PRDDO level and at the ab-initio HF level with large basis sets and MP2 corrections in 

electron correlation (see below). 

1.4.3 Hydrogen Dimers 

Experimental studies^"* have shown that in plasma hydrogenation and proton 

implantation of Si, high concentrations of H occur within the first few himdred 

angstroms below the surface. In this region of high H concentration, structures called 

"platelets" have been observed by transmission electron microscopy. Some sort of 

catalyst may be involved in the the formation of these platelets. Various di-hydrogen 

complexes have been proposed as building blocks. 

In this research, calculations involving H dimers were made in order to determine 

the relative stability of various dihydrogen configurations. Among these are: (1) the 
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hydrogen molecule at a T site {Hj), (2) two BC H far apart from each other {2H"s), 

and (3) a pair made of one fT at a BC site and one F at an adjacent AB site (the H' 

defect). 

1.4.4 Vacancy and Vacancy-hydrogen Interactions 

Vacancies are always created during hydrogenation, especially proton implantation 

and plasma exposure. They are fast diffusing defects which are known to interact readily 

with interstitials, such a,s H oi 0. In this study, the equilibrium configuration and 

diffusion properties of the vacancy in Si and its interactions with one to four H's were 

studied, with emphasis being placed on possible mechanisms for the diffusion of 

vacancy-fT pairs. 



CHAPTER n 

STRUCTURES 

2.1 Introduction 

The most common structures for Group I\' and Group m-Y semiconductors {C, 

Si, Ge, and lE-V compounds) are the diamond or zincblende structures. However, as 

mentioned above, SiC crystallizes in many other structures, with hexagoncd, tetragonal 

or rhombohedral symmetry (in each structure the atoms are 4-fold coordinated). 

2.2 Zincblende and Diamond Structures 

In the diamond structure, all bonds form perfect tetrahedral angles with 

neighboring bonds. All of the bonds are equivalent. As a result of this, the diamond 

structure has only one BC and one T site (see Figure 2.1). 

In the case of compound (AB) semiconductors with the zincblende structure, there 

are two inequivalent T sites. In our notation, the T^ site has 4 host atoms of type a 

located one bond distance away while the Tp site has 4 host atoms of type (3 located one 

bond length away. The two T sites are separated by a hexagonal (H) interstitial site. 

There is one H site for each diamond or zincblende material. 

Various diffusion paths exist in the dicimond structure (see Figure 2.1): (1) from 

one T site through the H site to another T site, (2) from one BC site to one of the two T 

sites and (3) from one BC site to a neighboring BC site. There are two type (2) diffusion 

paths in the compound materials since two inequivalent T sites exist in these 

semiconductors. 

12 
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3C 2U 

Figure 2.1: Molecular clusters. 
Three-dimensional perspective showing the high symmetry interstitial sites 
in the 30 and 2H polytypes of SiC. The crosses show the location of the 
local minima of the potential energy surface for interstitial hydrogen cal
culated at the PRDDO leveL The circles are not stationary points. The 
letter T is used for the tetrahedral interstitial sites, with the subscript re
ferring to the four nearest neighbors to that site. The letters BO are used 
for bond-centered sites, and H for hexagonal. The two polytypes have (ap
proximately) identical H sites. R and E are interstitial sites found in all 
hexagonal polytypes, but not in the cubic one. Except for the surface hy
drogen saturators (not shown for clarity), these are two of the clusters used 
in the present calculations. 
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2.3 Hexagonal Polytypes 

The hexagonal polytype of SiC studied in this work is the 2H structure (Chapter 

IV). This structure along with the 3C and 6H structures are discussed here for 

completeness. These differ from each other in the way the planes of atoms are stacked. 

In the Ramsdell's notation,^^ letters denote different pairs of planes of lattice points 

separated by one bond distance (see Figure 2.1), for example, AB(2H), ABC(3C), 

ABCB(4H), ABCACB(6H), etc. 

Figure 2.2 shows the stacking sequences and Figure 2.3, the interstitial sites for the 

3C, 2H and 6H polytypes. The bonds perpendicular to the stacking planes and the 

bonds nearly parallel to the stacking planes will generally have slightly different bond 

lengths. A deviation from perfect tetrahedral angles then results in the hexagonal 

polytypes. Only the cubic (zincblende) structure has all the bonds equivalent and 

perfect tetrahedral angles. A result of this is that the 3C structure is characterized by a 

single lattice constant (c) while the non-cubic polytypes require two such lattice 

constants (a and c). 

2.3.1 Wurtzite (2H) Structure 

The wurtzite structure in Ramsdell's notation is AB. Two inequivalent bonds exists 

(one parallel to the stacking direction and one nearly perpendicular to it). The 2H 

structure has two inequivalent BC sites, one for each of the two inequivalent bonds. For 

this work the two BC sites are labeled BC|| (along the c axis) and B C i (nearly 

perpendicular to the c axis). These two sites differ substantially from the BC site of the 
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3C 2H 6H 

o-̂  
o 

QitXriXki 

B 

Figure 2.2: Stacking sequences (for the 30, 2H, and 6H polytypes of SiC). 
L is the bond length and atetr ii the tetrahedral angle (»109.5'^). In hexag
onal polytypes, two different Si — C bond lengths exist {L± and X||) and 
the angle is not exactly tetrahedral. 
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3 0 2H 6H 

Figure 2.3: Interstitial sites. 
This shows the same sites as Figure 2.1 but in a ti^^imensional format 
({110} plane). This also shows the stacking for the TBTIOUS polytypes as in 
Figure 2.2. 
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3C polytype in the amount of space that is available for the second nearest neighbors 

(NN's) to relax in the direction of the bond (see Figure 2.3). The least space is available 

in the case of BC|| and the most in the case of BC^. 

In addition to BC sites, the 2H polytype has two T sites, which are labeled T'. 

They are separated by an E site. Note that the volume available around TĴ  and T5, is 

much smaller than the volume available for the T sites in the 3C polytype. Finally, the 

2H structure has an empty "channel" along the c axis, where R sites alternate with 

hexagonal (H) sites. The H site in 2H SiC has the same first and second NN's as the H 

site in the 3C polytype. 

Various diffusion paths are possible in the 2H polytype (see Figure 2.1): (1) from 

one R site to another R site (along the "channel"), (2) from an E site to an R site. (3) 

from a BCn site to an E or R site and (4) from a BCj. to an E or R site. 

2.3.2 6H Polytype 

An inspection of Figure 2.3 (for SiC) shows that the 6H polytype has almost all of 

the interstitial sites of the 3C and 2H polytypes, as weU as intermediate ones. The 

similiar sites are Ts, , Tc , T^,, TJ^, H, BC, E and R. There are two T5, sites and two 

Tc sites in the 6H materials. These have the same first and second NN's as the Tst and 

T c sites as the 3C structure but differ from them by further shells. Further there is no 

equivalent to the BCj. site of the 2H polytype, but there are two BC|| sites: BCj, is 

analogous to BC when moving towards the C host atom and smalogous to BC|| when 

moving towards the Si host atom. The reverse is true for BCjf. 
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As mentioned previously, many hexagonal polytypes exist. However, the interstitial 

sites in these other polytytpes are similiar to those in the 3C and 2H polytypes which 

are the most different ones. Any new sites differ from those described above only in 

higher order shells (3'"^ NN's, 4'^ NN's, etc.). 

2.4 Modeling the Solid 

In order to make theoretical predictions involving impurities in semiconductors, 

these crystals must be modeled in some way that makes the problem tractable. Two 

common methods have been developed for doing this. Both methods start with a small 

fraction of the crystal called a "cluster" or a "ceU," but differ by the way the dangling 

bonds on the surface of the cluster are dealt with. Periodic superceUs repeat the unit 

cell to infinity in aU 3 directions of space. The calculations apply boimdary conditions to 

the edges of the cell in order to produce an infinite solid. The supercell method achieves 

the best results when applied to the bulk properties of the solid since the crystal is fully 

represented and is periodic. However, when a defect is introduced into the cell, an 

infinite number of defects are introduced, and defects in neighboring cells interact. The 

problem is especially severe with extended or charged defects. 

In this study, molecular clusters"^^ eire used to model the crystalline solid. The 

dangling bonds on the surface of the clusters are saturated using hydrogen atoms. The 

host-host bond lengths and host-hydrogen bond lengths of the perfect cluster are 

optimized. The defect is introduced into the cluster and a few of the host atoms around 

it are allowed to relax in order to obtain the equilibrium configurations. 



CHAPTER m 

THEORY 

3.1 Introduction 

There are two common approaches to the calculations which can be performed on 

either of the two models for the crystalline solid. One approach is based on the density 

functional (DF) theory and the other on the Hartree-Fock (HF) molecular orbital (MO) 

theory. 

3.2 Density Functional Theory 

Hohenberg et al.^^ have systematically extended the ideas of Thomas,^® Fermi,^^ 

and Dirac'*^ and leiid the foundation of a theory of the interacting electron gas which is 

in principle exact for the ground state of the system. Actual applications require 

approximations to be made for the exchange-correlation energy which is not known. The 

most commonly used formulation is the Local Density Approximation, which assumes 

that the density is a slowly varying function of space. 

3.3 Molecular Orbital Theory 

The codes (PRDDO and GAMESS) used to perform these calculations in this work 

are based on MO theory. Modern MO theory has developed over the years starting in 

the 1930's.'*^''*^ In the following a brief historical and technical development is given with 

emphasis on the difficulties and shortcomings of this technique and how these have lead 

to current approximation methods as well as corrections for the neglect of electron 

correlation. 
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In MO theory, the electron occupies a molecular orbital which extends over the 

entire molecule. Using this approach, the problem consists of solving Schrodinger's 

equation for a molecule. 

H^m = Erl^m (3.1) 

where the Hamiltonian is given by 

^ = -fe^^^ + E7^ (3-2) 
2 a "^a ^ t Tab 

and where the summations are over all the particles (a and h represent both electrons 

and nuclei). This Hamiltonian is nonrelativistic with spin-orbit, spin-spin and other 

similiar effects neglected. This simplified Hamiltonian is stiU not solvable since the 

motion of the electrons and nuclei are coupled through the Tab term. 

The nuclear and electronic motions can be separated by applying the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation."^"^ Since the nuclei eire much heavier than the 

electrons, the electrons can rapidly adjust their wavefunction to any change in the 

nuclear positions. This approximation allows the electron distribution to depend only on 

the instantaneous positions of the nuclei and not on the nuclear velocities. In atomic 

units, the Hamiltonian now becomes 

^ = 4 E V ? - E ^ + E ; ^ + E | ^ - (3.3) 

The total N electron wavefunction is written as a product of one-electron MO's. 

This is only an approximation since the meiny-body wavefunction is not truly separable 
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into these l-e" wavefunctions. The problem of how to obtain these single electron MO's 

now results. This is dealt with by the Hartree-Fock approximation. 

The electronic motion is separated by assuming that each electron "sees'" an 

average Coulombic charge density due to the other electrons in the system."*^ In order to 

account for spin and to satisfy the Pauli Exclusion Principle,'*^-^^ one or several Slater 

determinants (an antisymmetric product of one electron spin-orbitals) is used. 

tl) = C 

V'l(l) V'2(l) 

V'i(2) V2(2) 

V'n(l) 

V'n(2) 

V'i(n) ^2(71) ••• 

where Vt(j) is the i*̂  MO occupied by the j ' ' ' electron. 

ipn{n) 

(3.4) 

The J^j integrals are used to calculate the Coulomb repulsion of the average charge 

distributions as 

T y^a /".a ^r(^i)V';(r2)T/',(fi)T/'j(f2) 
J12 = d Ti Id T2 — — 

J J \T\- T2\ 
(3.5) 

where tpi{ri) and 'ipj{r2) are MO's occupied by electrons 1 and 2. Electron exchange is 

fully accounted for in this formulation. The exchange integrals which must be evaluated 

are 

^ f,3 [JZ V'r(»-i)V';(r2)V'.(r2)T/'j(ri) 
A12 = a ri d T2 r:^ —, 

J J In - •̂21 
(3.6) 

Together, this is called the Hartree-Fock (HF) SCF method. In 1951, Roothan'*^ 

148 and Hall separately suggested that a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 
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could be used to describe the MO's {r/;, = j : ^ c^^^, where x, are the atomic orbitals 

and the coefficients are the c^.'s. In this method, the coefficients of the Unear expansions 

are optimized. 

In this formulation the HF method actually includes some electron correlation since 

there is a low probability of finding 2 electrons with the same spin in the same region of 

space. 

3.3.1 Slater Orbitals and Gaussian Functions 

Slater type orbitals (STO's, s type functions e""*", p type functions re"^'" and d 

type functions r^rje''''', etc.) are often used as basis sets for HF calculations. STO's 

have been found to be adequate for describing atomic systems but are too difficult in 

general to be used for ab-initio HF-MO calculations because only a few integrals can be 

calculated analytically. 

Instead of STO's, linear combinations of Gaussian type functions (GTF's, e"'''^^) 

axe usually used. Most integrals over MO's can be evaluated cinalytically. Often a STO 

wiQ be represented by several Gaussians. However, GTF's do not behave properly near 

r=0 or as r —» 00 and as a result many more GTF's must be used to model this 

behavior. This produces more integrals which need to be evaluated but the overall 

computational time can still be reduced due to easier calculations. 

As a result, STO's actually produce better geometries at very short and at very 

long bondlengths but at most molecular geometeries Gaussians offer an excellent 

approximation with much less conaputationaJ effort. 
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3.4 The Integrals 

If the MO's in the J and K integrals are replaced by LCAO's then 4 summations 

over all N AG's results. There are approximately N"'/8 such J and K integrals which 

need to be evaluated. Every possible combination of 4 AO's results. So there will be 

integrals over 1 center (all 4 AO's axe centered on the same atom), 2 center integrals 

(the 4 AO's axe centered on either one of two atoms), 3 center integrals (2 AO's will be 

centered on one atom and the other 2 AO's wiU be centered on two different atoms), and 

4 center integrals (each AO is centered on a different atom). The HF calculations which 

actually evaluate all these integrals are labeled ab-initio. The need to calculate the 

resulting N"^/8 two electron integrals is referred to as the "N"̂  catastrophe." Even for 

small systems, a laxge number of integrals must be calculated and this dramatically 

reduces the size of the molecular cluster which can be investigated at the ab-initio HF 

level. This limitation is the dominant motivation for the development of approximate 

HF theories. 

3.5 Approximations to HF 

Various approximations to HF theory to deal with this problem have been 

developed. Two basic approximations can be used to simplify the calculations. One is 

simply to not calculate some of the two electron integrals to use paxanaeters to correct 

for this neglect. A second method completely eliminates the two electron integrals and 

uses only semiempirical functions, with parameters adjusted to reproduce experimental 

results. These methods will only briefly be discussed below. 
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3.5.1 Approximations to ab-initio HF 

The first approximate HF method was developed by Cook"*^ et.al. in 1968. It was 

demonstrated that by properly selecting a basis of orthogonal orbitals many of the two 

electron interals could be neglected without an excessive loss in accuracy. This showed 

that there is a forced relationship between the basis set, the transformations applied to 

it, and the validity of the approximations applied to the calcidations. In this method, 

the approximations applied to the integrals were essentially those of NDDO (negelect of 

Diatomic Differential Overlap, see below) but with increased accuracy. This method was 

applied to a few sample molecules but was not developed by them for use in general. 

In 1972, Halgren and Lipscomb^'^ extended this concept in a method called 

PRDDO (Partial Retention of Diatomic Differential Overlap). This development has 

continued to date.^^"^^ When first published two versions were presented, one 

parameterized and unpaxameterized. The approach was the same for the two versions, 

however the paxameterized version used parameters adjusted to ab-initio results to 

paxtiaUy correct for the approximations applied to the calculations. A more developed 

version of this parameterized code is the basic theoreticed tool for this study. 

In these approximations (PRDDO, as well as a few other methods), it is the 

electron repulsion integrals which need to be partially neglected or approximated. If this 

neglect is not accounted for in some way, much shorter bond lengths result. If the 

repulsion terms axe calculated or axe approximated more accurately than the attraction 

terms then low binding energies result. 
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A few methods use semiempirical functions to approximate the nuclear repulsion 

(i.e., CNDC^-^-^^ NDDO,^6-5" INDO,^^). Another common way of deaUng with this 

problem is to simply set the attraction terms equal to the repulsion terms resulting in 

smaller binding energies (for example, PNDO^^-^^ and MINDO^°"^^). For this reason, 

the parameterized version of PRDDO is the one in use today, since some 

parameterization to account for the neglect of electron repulsion gives better energies 

and geometries than a code which simply neglects them. This method wiU now be 

discussed. 

3.6 PRDDO 

In this method,''*^"'"'' a basis set with Slater Orbitals is chosen and transformations 

are made resulting in small 4-center integrals which can be neglected without a 

substantial loss in accuracy. The other integrals are either fully calculated, approximated 

by use of semiempirical functions or by evaluating the integrals only approximately. 

The number of integrals which need to be evaluated now are approximately N̂ ^ 

where N is the number of AO's (rather than N"* integrals for an ab-initio HF 

calculation). Since Slater orbitals give better geometries than Gaussians, PRDDO 

usually predicts equilibrium geometries as good as ab-initio HF calculations (which use 

Gaussians). 

The parameters in PRDDO are used to correct for the neglect of the 4-center 

integrals. Also, many 2- and 3-center integrals are calculated only approximately in this 

method. An average error was determined by comparing to ab-initio calculations using 
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a minimal basis set, for various reference molecules. Electron-nuclear attraction integrals 

axe calculated only approximately in order to correct for the neglect of electron repulsion 

integrals to preserve as far as possible correct binding energies and bond lengths. 

These corrections do not accoimt for any electron correlation which is neglected in 

the basic HF formulation. These basic approximations allow PRDDO to consistently 

reproduce minimal basis set HF calculations at a fraction of the computational time with 

only a slight increase in the error relative to experiment. The result is that PRDDO can 

be used to study systems which axe much too large to be studied by ab-initio methods. 

PRDDO consistently produces more accurate results than other approximate codes at a 

fraction of the computational time required of full HF calculations. 

MINDO/3 and MNDO axe the onl\' semi-empirical methods that axe being actively 

applied to point defects in semiconductors by other research groups. Density functional 

approaches are currently being used more. For this study, the paxcmieterized version of 

PRDDO was the only code that approximates a HF calculation that was used. However, 

many ab-initio HF calculations were performed in addition to the PRDDO calculations. 

In some cases, a M0Uer-Plesset expansionsa was added to ab-initio HF calculation to 

include some electron correlation. For this application, a compromise must be reached 

between the size of the cluster that can be used and the accuracy of the calculation. A 

cluster that is too small will not allow for lattice relaxation and a calculation that is not 

accurate enough may not be able to accurately compare different bonding configurations. 



3.7 Beyond HF 

Generally, the difference in energy between the best HF energy that can be 

obtained with a single determinant (the HF limit) and the experimental energy is 

defined as the correlation energy. Various methods exist for including correlation effects 

into the calculations. Configuration interaction^^ (CI) writes the total wavefunction as a 

linear combination of wavefunctions each determined from a different determinant (or 

equivalently, configuration). Each determinant has a different configuration which 

involves occupying one or more "virtual" or unoccupied orbitals. 

Another method which is related to CI is MC-SCF.^^ This approach includes 

correlation by using multideterminants but whereas CI only optimizes the coefficients of 

the linear expansion of the determinants, MC-SCF also optimizes the orbitals. MCSCF 

is usually used to describe ground state electron configurations that can not be 

described by a single determinant. 

Other methods similiar to CI have been developed^^"^^ which make use of electron 

pairs as the fundamental tool. The major drawback of all of these methods is the 

tremendous increase in computation time required. 

3.8 The M0ller-Plesset Approximation 

The Moller-Plesset expansion^° is similiar to the many-body perturbation theory. 

This method for approximately taking electron correlation into account was developed 

in 1934. In this approach, the correlation is treated as a perturbation to the HF results. 
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The final energy is therefore the sum of two parts, the unperturbed HF energy and a 

perturbation correction. 

If Ho represents the zero-order Hamiltonian and Hx is a general Hamiltonian then 

Hx = Ho-^XV (3.7) 

where A is some dimensionless parameter and V represents the electron correlation as a 

perturbation. Here 

V = \{H-Ho) (3.8) 

where H is the correct Hamiltonian. As is done in a Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation 

treatment, the exact wavefunction and energy can be expanded in terms of A. 

V'A = V'̂ '̂  + AV'(^)-f A V ( 2 ) ^ _̂_ ^3_g^ 

^A = £ (̂°) + AE(i) + A-^E(2) + ... (3.10) 

where V °̂̂  = V'o (the HF wavefunction). Also 

occ 
E^°^ = Y.'r (3.11) 

t 

where €, are the one-electron HF energies. It can be shown^^ that E ( ^ ) = 0 therefore, an 

SCF theory including exchange is accurate to the second order in the energies. 

While first-order corrections to the wavefunctions eind coefficients can be made, the 

major point of interest here is a correction to the energy. This is because calculations 
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which neglect electron correlation will give higher transition point energies which 

translate into greater calculated activation energies therefore, corrections to the energy 

are the important correction in this work. 

The second-order correction to the energy is 

where the D denotes that the siunmation is over double (two electrons) excitations and 

V,o = {iJWab) = / fx:{l)xj{2)—{Xa{l)Xb{2) - Xb{l)Xa{2))dr,dr2. (3.13) 

Many more 2 electron integrals must now be evaluated. One benefit of doing an 

MP2 (second-order MoUer-Plesset) expansion over a CIS or CID calculation is that MP2 

requires only a partial transformation of the 2-electron integrals into a spin-orbital basis. 

MP3 includes interactions between double excitations, while MP4 includes single, 

triple, and quadruple excitations. MP3 and higher calculations require a fuU integral 

transformation. Evaluation of the MP3 integrals is comparable to a single CID iteration 

in terms of the number of steps (while MP2 which requires even less time than MP3), is 

dominated computationally by the partial transformation required. MP2 is probably the 

easiest method for obtaining a partial correction for electron correlation. Also, MP2 is 

the only method that corrects for correlation effects (at least partially) which can be 

used in this work given the size of the clusters used. MP2 calculations were occasionally 

performed when ah - initio HF results were thought not to be sufficiently accurate. 



CHAPTER I\' 

INTERSTITIAL H IN SILICON CARBIDE 

4.1 Introduction 

Growing interest in silicon carbide has been seen in recent yeaxs.̂ '̂̂ -^ "̂  One of the 

many reasons for this is that SiC is a wide band gap material suitable for use for high 

temperature, high speed and radiation-resistant devices. Among the wide band gap 

materials, cubic SiC, BN, and diamond have the combination of chemical, mechanical, 

thermal, and electronic properties that make them the most promising materials for 

microelectronic devices. However, c-BN is very difficult to grow, and diamond can only 

be easily doped p-type. Progress has been achieved in the growth of films and single 

crystals of SiC.^^ Although the cubic (3C) form of SiC is the most promising polytype 

for devices,^° the most stable form of SiC is one of the many hexagonal forms: 6H-SiC. 

These polytypes can be doped n- and p-type.^^ 

Various reviews exist which detail growth techniques,'^~^^ properties^®-^° and 

device fabrication.^" While theoretical work involving SiC has dealt with electronic 

charge densities®^ and band structures®^ there has been no theoretical study of 

impurities (point defects) at or near the ab-initio level with the present study. This 

work is the only theoretical study of properties of defects in 2H (wurtzite) SiC. 

4.2 Growth, Defects, and Devices 

Various growth techniques^ '̂® '̂®"* have been used to produce SiC crystals. These 

include Liquid Phase Epitaxy,® '̂®® used primarily for producing p-n junctions (i.e. blue 

light LEDS, doped with N, Al or B) Vapor Phase Epitaxy,® '̂̂ ® vacuum sublunation 
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epitaxy,^^ molecular beam epitaxy,^^ and ion beam deposition.^* Raman scattering^^ 

and photoluminescence^^ have been used to characterize the polytypes and dominant 

lattice defects. 

A variety of dopants and impurities in SiC which produce both shallow and deep 

centers have been studied experimentally.^'^"^^ Studies of the quality of devices that have 

been performed^^ showed an increase in the operating frequency by a factor of 3, power 

handling by a factor of 3 over Si, and peak operating temperatures as high as 800°C 

(predicted).^^ Some of the first devices fabricated from SiC material include a blue light 

LED^®(an N-donor, Al-acceptor combination), a UV photo-diode,^^ a high power p-n 

junction diode^^ (400 V breakdown), FETS,^^^ MOSFETS^"^ (tested at 923K). and a 

3-color display fabricated on one 6H SiC substrate by use of different ion species.^"^^ 

In the present work, the potential energy surfaces and the equilibrium 

configurations of iT in 2H SiC were calcidated eind the results compared to a similiar 

work involving H in 3C SiC.^^ These results were extended to 6H SiC since all of the 

interstitial sites in 6H SiC are found in either 2H SiC or 3C SiC. Since many SiC films 

are grown on Si substrates, the results were also compared to those for H in Si, 

obtained at the same level of theory.^^ 

4.3 Code Development 

In order to be able to perform calculations on molecular clusters, codes had to be 

developed to generate the coordinates for the 2H and 3C structures along with the 
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coordinates for the required H saturators. The codes construct clusters of various sizes 

and shapes. This was achieved in the following way. 

First, a large hexagonal plane of atomic sites is generated. These sites are the 

coordinates of the Si atoms in the <111> plane. From the notation ABCABC... for the 

zincblende structure (see Figure 2.2) it is clear that the vector that relates the 

coordinates of the Si atoms in plane A to the coordinates of the Si atoms in plane B is 

the same as the vector for those between planes B and C (see Figure 2.2). A different 

vector relates the coordinates of the Si atoms in the plane C back to the plane A. Using 

these vectors the Si atom coordinates for the entire lattice can easily be generated from 

a single plane. The C atom coordinates differ from the Si atom coordinates by one bond 

length in the z (or "stacking") direction. In this way, several hexagonal planes are 

stacked to obtain a large cluster of the desired polytype from which the smaller cluster 

will be obtained. The cluster is "cut" perpendicular to the four <111 > directions (two 

cuts for each direction resulting in eight cuts in all). The resulting dangling bonds are 

then saturated with hydrogen atoms. 

This gives the user eight parameters (2 for each of the 4 < 111 > directions from the 

central atom) that can be picked to construct a variety of clusters of different sizes and 

shapes. A similiar code was developed to construct clusters in the 2H polytype. These 

codes are included in the Appendix. 

Several clusters were used to represent the 2H SiC polytype: SiAC^Hi^, 

Si24C24H4e, and Si2QC2&H^Q. This polytype contains two distinct Si - C bonds (see 

Figure 2.3). These bond lengths were optimized separately. The saturator-host bond 
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lengths {Si - H and C - H) were also optimized separately. AU the calculations 

involving 2H SiC were done at the PRDDO level. 

4.4 Theoreticcd Results 

The calculated bond lengths for 2H SiC compare well with experimental values: 

L||=1.845A (expt. 1.895A) and Li=1.845A (expt. 1.885A), where L|| is the bond length 

of the Si - C bond parallel to the stacking plane and L^ is the length of the Si - C 

bond nearly perpendiculax to the stacking plane. The 6H SiC geometry was not 

optimized since the smallest cluster which contains all of the interstitial sites has nearly 

140 host atoms (plus saturators) which is beyond current computational limits. 

The PES's for H in ZC-SiC and 2H-5iC are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, 

respectively. Atomic H located fax outside a perfect cluster is used as the common zero 

of the energy for all the calculations presented here. As stated previously this study 

involves 2H SiC. The 3C SiC, C and Si results were obtained eaxlier^^ and are used 

here for comparison. 

The lowest energy site in 2H SiC is the R site (see Table 4.1) which is 0.58 e l ' 

below the T5, site in 3C SiC (the lowest energy site in this polytype). A metastable 

configuration exists at the E site but this local minimum of the energy is about 2.5 eT' 

above the R site and is very shallow. It is therefore unlikely that the E site wiU be 

substantially populated at any temperature. The two T sites in 2H SiC, T5, and Tj^, are 

not stationary points of the PES. Finally, since two distinct SiC bonds exist in 2H SiC, 
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r(A) 

Figure 4.1: H in 30-5»C. 
Fraction of the potential energy surface for interstitial H m 3C-5tC. The 
T5,-BC and Ts.-Tc barrier heights are overestimated (see text). 
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Figure 4.2: H in 2H-5tC. 
FVaction of the potential energy surface for interstitial S in IR-SiC. The 
barrier! are oyerestimated (see text). 
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Table 4.1: Interstitial Sites for H. 
Energy difference (in tV) between interstitial hydrogen at various sites and 
at the R site. The site labeled oo corresponds to atomic hydrogen far outside 
the perfect cluster. The energies listed in that row (in parentheses) are 
energies relative to the lowest-energy site in the particular host, not relative 
to the R site. All other energies are given relative to the R site. The 
first- and second-nearest neighbors to the various interstitial sites have been 
allowed to relax, except in the case of the E site. The sites are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 3. A dash means that the polytype does not have the particular 
site. The results for diamond and silicon (Ref. 31) are scaled so that the 
zero of the energy is at the R site. 

Sites 
T 
R 

BC^ 
T5. 
BC 

BCj|,BCj|' 
BC„ 
Tc 
E 
oo 

3C-SiC 
-

-

-

+0.58 
+0.73 

-

-

+1.69 
-

(-3.93) 

2H-SiC 
-

0.00 
+0.39 

-

-

-

+1.15 
-

+2.47 
(-3.27) 

6H-SiC 
-

0.00 
-

0.58 
+0.73 

+0.73<AE<+1.15 
-

+1.69 
+2.47 
(-3.27) 

C 
+4.53 

-

-

-

+1.83 
-

-

-

-

(-5.10) 

Si 
-1.73 

-

-

-

-3.02 
^ 

• -

-

-

(-0.25) 
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there are two distinct BC sites. These two sites were found to be 0.39 eT' (for BC^, 

corresponding to L±) and 1.15 eV (for BC||, corresponding to L||) above the R site, 

respectively. 

Note that the absolute minimum does not occur exactly at the R site but is shifted 

by 0.07 A along the R-H-R axis in the direction that brings interstitial H closer to its 

three Si NN's (and further away from its three C NN's). The energy difference is 

0.04 eV. The same holds for the E site where the true local minimum is off the E site by 

0.09 A towards the T5, site and is 0.05 eV below E. These numbers are too small to be 

significcint except for the trend which is the same as the one noted in the 3C SiC 

calculations where the Tsi site is energetically favored over the Tc site because H 

prefers to be closer to the least electronegative of the host atoms."̂ ^^ 

4.4.1 The Barriers for Diffusion 

To czJculate the R—>BC|| and R—•BCj. barriers, several atoms had to be displaced 

since the BC sites involve a considerable distortion of a 5t - C bond. To simulate this 

barrier aU the atoms involved were displaced linearly from the BC configuration (if at a 

BC site with first and second NN's relaxed) to the R site {H at the R site with first and 

second NN's relaxed). The intermediate configurations were obtained by varying the 

positions of all the relevant atoms with a single parameter A, in 

V = Vinitial + K^final " Vinitial), 

with 0< A < 1 . The true saddle point should be obtained by optimizing the positions of 

all of the atoms, with the restriction that the Hessian maintains at least one negative 
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eigenvalue at all time. Such calculations guarantee that one does not "slip off" the 

saddle point. However, for a system as large as the one considered here, such a 

calculation is untractable. The approach used here to calculating the barrier is similiar 

to the one used in the 3C SiC study^^ and the results axe therefore directly comparable. 

However, since the PRDDO method itself overestimates the barrier heights we can 

predict an upper limit. 

The calculated barrier height between two adjacent R sites (an H site) is 2.2 eV. 

This barrier is some 10% higher than the one calculated in the same manner at the same 

level of theory in 3C SiC and is of the same order of magnitude as the calculated T-T 

barrier for H in diamond.^^ Since it is known from /xSR data that even the light 

muonium is not mobile at low temperatures in C, we can safely predict that H is not 

diffusing in 2H or 3C SiC. 

4.5 6H SiC 

The smallest cluster containing all the relevent interstitial sites in 6H SiC is 

SiQQC69HQ4 which is too large for the current version of the code. However, an 

inspection of Figures 2.1-2.3 indicates that the lowest energy site is R (E=0), followed 

by the two slightly inequivalent Ts. sites (EsiO.58 eV) then BC (E=0.73 eV), BCj| and 

BC^ (with energies intermediate between BC and BC||), Tc(E=1.69 e^) and finally 

E(E=2.47 eV). The energy difference between the interstitial sites is summarized in 

Table 4.1. This table also contains the energies of interstitial H at the BC and T sites in 

diamond and silicon. 
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4.5.1 The BC Sites 

In contrast to the situation in diamond and silicon none of the BC sites in SiC is 

favored over the R site where H is not bound to the crystal but atomic like. In 3C SiC, 

the Ts, site is lower than the BC site by 0.15 eV, in 2H SiC the R site is lower than 

B C i by 0.39 eV and in 6H SiC the R site is lower than BC by 0.73 eV. In addition to 

being rather high in energy, the BC sites require a substantial distortion of the lattice to 

occur before becoming a local minimum of the energy. This renders the access to the BC 

sites difficult even when it corresponds to the absolute minimum of the PES. For 

example, in the case of diamond, where the BC site is considerably lower in energy 

(2.70 eV^^) than the T site, /uSR data shows that almost 70% of the implanted muons 

form Mû *̂ ^ (muonium at the T site) at low temperatures eind only 22% form the more 

stable BC species caUed Mu." This shows that even when the BC is favored 

energetically, it is difficult for the H to reach this site at low temperature. It is therefore 

unlikely that any BC site in 3C-, 2H-, or 6H-5'fC will be substantially populated. 

Note that there are large energy differences among the BC sites: 0.39, 0.73 and 

1.15 eV for BCx(in 2H SiC), BC (in 3C SiC) and BC|| (in 2H SiC), respectively, 

relative to the R site. This can be understood as follows. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, 

these three sites differ by the distance between their NN and the next host atom along 

the direction of relaxation. The most "crowded" of these sites is BC||, where the NN 

must be displaced toward the T's, and T^ sites, respectively. The least crowded site is 

BCj., where the displacement occurs roughly toward an R site which is the most empty 

region of the lattice: The distance between the R site and nearest host atoms is 2.32 A . 
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This distance is 1.84 A in the case of the Ts, or the Tc sites, and 1.23 A in the case of 

the T'5, or the T'^ sites. 

Figure 4.3 gives the displacements of the NN's to BC 5^ for all these sites, the total 

displacement Ax and the energy relative to the R site, AE. This suggests that careful 

geometry optimizations are required in order to predict with accuracy which are the 

lowest energy sites. 

The spin density distribution for H at the BC site remains very much the same for 

all of the BC sites. Some 90% of the odd electron is always localized on the C atom, 

about 20% is on the Si atom and the net spin density associated with the bond-centered 

H is small and negative (about -10%). In aU cases, H forms a much stronger bond with 

the least electronegative atom {Si), while the odd electron resides in a nonbonding 

orbital localized primarily on the most electronegative atom (C), as discussed in Ref. 32. 

4.6 Discussion and Comparison to Experiment 

The PES's for neutral interstitial H or muonium in 2H SiC has been calculated in 

molecular clusters containing about 50 host atoms. The results were compared to 

similiax studies oi H in 3C SiC, diamond and Si. While 2H SiC and 3C SiC have no 

common interstitial sites, the stability of H at the various sites can be obtained relative 

to atomic H far outside a perfect cluster. This allows a direct comparison of the energies 

of H at interstitial sites in vaxious hosts. The results can be extended to predict the 

behavior of fi' in other hexagonal polytypes of SiC, and the case of 6H SiC was 

discussed here only because it is the most stable of the SiC polytypes. 
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Figure 4.3: Stability of BC sites. 
Energy for H at the various BC sites relative to the energy at the R site vs. 
the total displacement (AX) of the host C and Si nearest-neighbor (NN) 
atoms to the hydrogen. The total relaxation of these two atoms is limited 
by the surroundings of that particular site. The BC site for which NN's are 
capable of relaxing the most is the most stable one. 
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Both first and second NN atoms of uiterstitial H have been allowed to relax at 

interstitial sites. Although the relative energies between minima of the PES's are 

reliable at the level of theory used for this problem, the barrier heights are 

overestimated. More accurate barriers could be obtained at the ab - initio HF level with 

laxge basis sets, but such calculations axe prohibitive in the laxge clusters required for 

the present calculations. Basis set effects have been studied^°^ for H in diamond and 

silicon and compared to PRDDO barriers and were foimd to lower diffusion barriers by 

up to 50%. These effects should be very much the same here. 

In 2H SiC there axe four minima of the PES. However we expect only one Mu 

signal (at the R site) with the possibility of a weak /x"*" or Mu' signal corresponding to 

the BCj. site. If fi^ or Mu" are observed at all, they should both undergo a transition to 

Mu as the temperature is increased. The E site is far too shallow to be occupied by a 

muon or hydrogen, and the BC|| site is too high in energy. 

As discussed above, these results combined with those for 3C-5tC can be extended 

to 6H SiC which has several local minima of the PES. The sites which can yield an -

isotropic hj-perfine tensor for muonium are R (0 eV), the two slightly inequivalent Ts, 

sites (^0.58 eV), the two slightly inequivalent Tc sites (%1.69 eV), and E (%2.47 eV). 

Of those the R site is most stable, the two Ts, sites are metastable, the two Tc sites axe 

unlikely and the E site is much too high energy and too shallow to be populated. 

The sites which would yield an anisotropic hyperfine tensor correspond to Mu' or 

//+ are BC (0.73 eV) and BC|| and BC||(between 0.73 eV and 1.15 eV). Thus if there is 

a Mu" or ii^ component in the /xSR spectrum it should be extremely weak. Further, the 
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BC species should readily convert to Mu at the R site. Three Mu signals are to be 

expected, at the R site and at the two Ts, sites. 

Experimental data at 20K^O3 in a single crystal of 6H SiC shows that only 11% of 

incoming muons form ^+ [which we assign to (Mu")+ at the BC site], while three Mu 

signals are seen: Mu-"̂ ^ and Mu"̂ ^^ (which we assign to the two Ts, sites) and Mu^ 

(which we assign to the R site). The hyperfine parameters of Mu"̂ ^ and Mu"^^^ differ by 

only 1%. At room temperature, only two signals remain: Mu*̂  and Mu^. The 

convergence of Mu""̂ ^ and Mu*̂ ^̂  toward a new species Mu"^ at room temperature could 

be due to thermally assisted tuimehng between the two Ts, sites.^°^ We do not expect 

that a more complex spectrum will be observed in this polytype at any temperature. 

Finally, it is possible to address the question of the stabifity of interstitial H in 

various hosts. A comparison (Table 4.1) of the relative stabiHty of interstitial H at 

various sites in diamond, silicon and silicon carbide shows that H is more stable by 

3.02 eV at the BC site in Si and 1.57 eV at the T site (also in Si) than at the R site in 

2H or 6H SiC. The intersitial sites in diamond are even less stable than the ones in 

cubic or hexagonal SiC. Prom this, it can be predicted that for a SiC film grown on a 

Si substrate that H will be more stable at the BC and T sites in the Si than at the R 

site or Ts, site in the SiC film. However, because of the high barrier for diffusion 

interstitial H could be trapped in SiC. Further, hydrogen passivation of dopants (which 

readily occurs in Si) should be inhibited in SiC because of the low diffusivity. 



CHAPTER V 

INTERSTITIAL 0 IN CUBIC AND ZINCBLENDE 

MATERIALS 

5.1 Introduction 

Oxygen is one of the most common impurities in many semiconductors. The 

properties of 0 in Si have been studied for over 40 years and are stiU an active area of 

research.2^'^°^ In CZ Si, concentrations of interstitial 0 , as high as lO^^cm"^ can be 

reached.^^ Due to the technological importance of CZ Si (and the resulting high 

concentrations of 0 , in Si from this growth process) the vast majority of the studies 

about Oi in semiconductors published to date have been done in Si. However, 0 , and 

0-related complexes play important roles in other semiconductors as well, for example 

The presence of high concentrations of 0 , in Si was first reported from optical 

absorption experiments^*^® in the mid 1950's and a puckered Si — O-Si equilibrium 

configuration of 0 , with 5 2 - 0 bondlengths 1.6 A and 5i-O-5t=160° bond angle was 

proposed. This geometry was later confirmed^^^~^^^ and a number of IR frequencies of 

the vaxious 0 isotopes were reported.^^'^ The barrier for rotation of 0 , around the 

< 111 > axis was measured to be less than 0.09 eV. Corbett et al.-^ peformed stress 

induced dichroism experiments and found the diffusivity of 0 , to be 0.23e"^-^^cm^/s. 

This number was also later confirmed.^^^'^^^ 

A number of theoretical studies^^'^^""^^^ have dealt with 0 , in Si. There is general 

agreement among theorists regarding the Si-0 bond length, which various groups have 

predicted to be between 1.59 A^^^ and 1.62A.^^^ T h e 5 i - 5 i bond expands by about 
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0.8 A to accomodate the interstitial, which is a slightly smaller expansion than that 

realized for BC £'.122 Theorists predict a substantial charge transfer from the Si NN's to 

0 , of the order of 0.8e- to 1.2e,- which creates a large dipole moment. The calculated 

Si-0-Si bond angle varies between 152°^^" and 180.°^^^ The discrepancies are due to 

the softness of the bending constant of the species. 

There is a great diversity of predicted barriers for diffusion of 0 , . The method of 

MINDO/3 predicts^® 2.49 eV in close agreement with experimental data (see above). 

Much lower barriers axe obtained using the density functional technique: 1.2 eT'^^" and 

1.8 eV.^^^ In the latter paper, it is argued that dynamic effects raise the barrier by 

0.5 e l ' to 0.9 eV as the hopping of 0 , occurs in a shorter time than that associated with 

the Si motion. Finally, the vibrational modes of 0 , have also been calculated.^^^•^^^• '̂̂ ^ 

Much of the interest in 0 , in Si stems from its tendency to cluster or form 

complexes with other defects thus altering the electronic and optical properties of the 

crystal. The most famous of these are the oxygen-related double donors-'̂ '̂ '̂̂ "^"*-̂ -̂  

known as thermal donors (TDs). TD formation correlates with the loss of 0 , but 

involves an activation energy of 1.8 eV, a number much lower th£ui the measured barrier 

for diffusion of isolated 0 , (2.56 eV). This has led to the search for oxygen dimers and 

other aggregates2«'"^-^^®'^2^'^26-i28 ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^f^^^ faster than 0 . itself. DetaHed 

calculations of possible structures for TD cores have recently been published, together 

with a review of TD related theoretical work.̂ ^® 

In the present research, the barriers for diffusion of 0 , in six group IV and group 

TTT-V diamond or zincblende semiconductors were obtained in C, Si, BP, AlP, 3C SiC, 
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and c-BN. This work is part of a larger study of the properties of 0 , in these materials 

which includes the equilibrium configurations, the barriers for rotation about the 

< 111 > axis, the relative stability of 0 , and the barrier for diffusion for 0 , . First, a 

review of the portion of this project that was done by other members of the group will 

be given, then original work performed by the author for this project will be reviewed. 

5.2 Theory 

This work was performed at and near the ab-initio HF level and included MP2 

expansions to correct for electron correlation effects (see Chapter HI). The method of 

PRDDO was used to evaluate these defects in clusters vaxying in size from 8 to 44 host 

atoms. Ab-initio HF and post HF calculations were then performed with large basis sets 

in clusters of 5 to 8 host atoms in order to obtain the best values possible for the 

barriers for diffusion of 0 , in the vaxious hosts. 

5.3 Equilibrium Configurations 

The equilibrium configurations^"^® were obtained by relaxing 0 , both parallel and 

perpendiculax to the <111 > axis and allowing the first and second NN's to relax as 

well. The process was repeated with 0 , oriented at vaxious angles around the < 111 > 

axis. The equilibrium configurations for 0 , in the 6 hosts are shown in Figure 5.1. 

In aU our hosts, the lowest-energy configuration has 0 , in the 110 plane. However, 

it is only in group IV hosts that 0 , remains in the plane bisecting the original host-host 

bond and forms an equally strong bond with its two NN's. In the IH-V hosts, 0 , moves 
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( a ) C 
(b) Si 

1.S3S 

( c ) B P 1.9S1 (d) AlP 
2.160 

(e) SiC 

S i (0.T4) 

( f ) B N 

Figure 5.1: Configurations for O,. 
Calculated equilibrium configurations for 0 , in c-C, 5t, BP^ AlP, c-5tC, 
and c-BN. In elemental hosts, Oi has a symmetric configuration while in 
compounds, the degrees of bonding to the ME atom is larger. The figures 
give the calculated bond lengths (A), the degrees of bonding (in parenthe
ses), and the bond angle (see text). The dashed circles show the undisturbed 
locations of the host atoms. 

I I 
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off" the bisecting plane and forms a bond which has a larger degree of bonding^ ̂ '' with the 

most electronegative (ME) of its two NN's than with the least electronegative (LE) one. 

Figure 5.1 shows that the equilibrium configuration of 0 . is close to a "true" BC 

configuration only in Si. This is due to the fact that Si has the largest lattice constant 

of the six hosts that were studied, and the insertion of 0 , results in less distortion of the 

crystal. In the hosts with smaller lattice constants, 0 , forms a much sharper angle. The 

most extreme case is BN where the equilibrium configuration is actually very neax the 

"y-lid" configuration^^^ which is the transition point between adjacent equilibrium sites. 

Several factors contribute to this unusual configuration. First, BN combines the smallest 

and the largest oxygen-host bond strengths:^"^^ 0 - iV=2 .1ey , 0-B=b.A7eV while the 

^ —iV is intermediate with 4.0eU. These bond strengths were obtained in diatomic 

molecules.^'^- This is the only such occurence where one of the 0-host bonds is stronger 

than the host-host bond. As a result, in the lowest-energy configuration, 0 , is nearest to 

an N atom in a way that maximizes the overlap with two B atoms. Further, 0 , is more 

massive than either B OT N which makes it easier for the 0 , to distort the lattice. 

The most stable configuration for 0 , in zincblende and diamond semiconductors has 

one of the second NNs closest to 0 , (see Figure 5.1). In group IV hosts, this produces 6 

equivalent BC sites. In compounds, there are two inequivalent configurations, one with a 

LE atom and one with a ME as the closest second NN. Figure 5.2 shows again the 

equilibriuin configurations but the atoms axe represented by circles with radii equad to 

the covalent radii^^^ of the atoms. This shows that 0 , tends to orient toward the second 
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Figure 5.2: Configurations for 0,- with covalent radii. 
Calculated lowest energy configurations for 0,- are shown using covalent 
radii. Oi always points in the direction of the second NN which has the 
largest covalent radius (see Table 5.2). The vectors show the strength and 
direction of the dipole moment (in Debye) induced by O, (see text). Note 
that the dipole moment in elemental semiconductors is much smaller than 
in compounds. 
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NN with the largest covalent radius, in order to maximize the overlap with its second 

NN's (note that the thick arrow in Figure 5.2 shows the calculated dipole moment 

induced by 0 , and not the orientation of 0 ) . In general, the second NN with the largest 

covalent radius is the LE atom. 

Note that in BP, 0 , points toward the ME atom. An examination of this case 

shows that the desire to maximize the overlap is not the only factor which determines 

the equilibrium orientation of 0 , in compoimd semiconductors. Oxygen has a laxge 

electron affinity and also wants to be as close as possible to the LE second NN atom in 

the lattice. In fact, in small clusters of BP, we find that 0 , points toward the LE atom. 

In the largest cluster, in which second NNs can be optimized, the configuration shown in 

Figure 5.2 dominates, but only by 0.07 eV. Note also that BP is the compound 

semiconductor with the smaDest ionic character, i.e., B and P have almost the same 

Pauling electronegativity. ̂ "̂̂  

Finally, Figure 5.2 also shows the dipole moments of 0 , . They were calculated from 

the expectation value of the dipole moment operator rather than from Mulliken chaxge 

distributions, which tend to be unreliable. In all cases, the dipole moment of the perfect 

cluster was subtracted from the total dipole moment of 0 , in the cluster. The dipole 

moments induced by 0 , in compound semiconductors are much larger than in elemental 

ones because the crystal itself is partially ionic. The origin of the dipole moment vector 

shown is at the BC site of the perfect lattice. 
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5.4 Barriers for Rotation 

The barrier for rotation of 0 , about the < 111 > axis does not involve the breaking 

a covalent bond, except for the overlap with one of the second NNs to 0 , . This barrier 

was obtained by reoptimizing the geometry (first and second NN's) for various 

orientations of 0 , about the < 111 > axis. This procedure assumes that the lattice has 

enough time to fidly relax as 0 , rotates and therefore imderestimates the barrier. To 

some extent, this is balanced by the fact that PRDDO being a minimal basis set 

technique tends to overestimate barriers. The calculated barriers for rotation are shown 

in Figure 5.3. The barrier heights show an almost perfect correlation with the Pauling 

ionic character^^^ of the host. This suggests that one is mostly dealing with a dipole 

moment rotating in the electrostatic field of a partly ionic crystal. 

Note that a rotation around the < 111 > axis which preserves a puckered-bond 

configuration is not the only way 0 , can reorient between equivalent configurations. 

Oxygen can in principle also move through the center of the bond (i.e., through the 

< 111 > axis) rather than around it. The value of this barrier is taken to be the difference 

in energy between 0 , at the stable equilibrium configuration and on the < 111 > axis 

(optimized with a bond angle of 180°), calculated at the PRDDO level. The two baxriers 

axe compared in Table 5.1. Except for Si and AlP which have the largest lattice 

constants of the hosts considered here, this barrier is much higher than the barrier for 

rotation. As a result the only hosts in which 0 , could be expected to reorient through as 
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Figure 5.3: Barriers for rotation. 
Calculated barriers for rotation of 0,- about the < 111 > axis as a function 
of the Pauling ionic character, / , , of the host (see text). The arrows show 
where GaAa and GaP are located on this scale. The straight line is a fit 
through the calculated points. 
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Table 5.1: BC Barrier for 0. 
The barriers for O rotating around the < 111 > axis and the barriers for O 
moving through the < 111 > axis (the bond centered barrier) are given for 
the various hosts. 

Hosts 
C 
Si 

BP 
AlP 
SiC 
BN 

Rotational 6arrier(eV') 
0.04 
0.08 
0.08 
0.48 
0.57 
0.73 

BC bamer(er) 
2.51 
0.01 
0.86 
0.47 
1.922 
1.32 
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easily as around the < 111 > axis are Si and AlP. In Si, both barriers are very low, 

showing that the bending force constant for this species is very small. 

5.5 Relative Stability of the Oxygen Dimer 

In order to estimate the relative stability of oxygen^^^ in the various hosts, the 

energies of the equHlibrium configiirations in vaxious hosts were evaluated relative to a 

common zero of the energy. In the case of interstitial H, normally the energy of atomic 

H outside the cluster is compared to that of H botmd to the defect. In the case of 0 , , 

this cannot be done easily since the ground state of atomic 0 in free space is an orbital 

triplet which caimot be described with a single determinant wavefunction. 

Instead, the reference point is defined as the free O2 molecule far outside the 

undisturbed cluster (labeled " 0 ^ " ) . The molecule is then placed inside the cluster and 

its geometry is optimized near the T site (labeled"0 J") . Finally, this energy is 

compared to that of two isolated 0, 's in the same host. For example, in the case of Si, 

the following energies axe compared: 

E{0^) = 2E{Si4AH42) + E{02), (5.1) 

E{Ol) = E{Si44H42) + E{Si44H42 + 0 ^ ) , (5.2) 

2i ; (0 , ) = 2^(5144^42 + 0 . ) . (5.3) 
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Figure 5.4 shows these energy differences as functions of the lattice constant. For 

hosts with small lattice constants these energy differences clearly depend mostly on the 

volume available. "WTien the lattice constant becomes laxge enough, other factors come 

into play such as the strength of the host atom-0 bond. Note that the free molecule 

(02°) has a double bond (degree of bonding=2.0) but once inserted into the 

semiconductor lattices, Oj has only a single bond (degree of bonding = 1.0) showing 

that the molecular bond is substantially weakened upon entering the crystal. Because of 

the weakening of the 0 - 0 bond in these semiconductors and of the high energy of 0 J 

relative to 20, 's it is expected that O2 is unstable in all hosts, and will spontanteously 

dissociate to form isolated 0, 's or other species. This result is consistent, for example, 

with the observed dissociation^"^^ of absorbed O2 between the first and second layers of 

c-SiC. 

5.6 Barriers for Diffusion 

In compound semiconductors, there are two inequivalent ways for 0 , to go from 

one BC configuration to another (see Figure 5.5): The diffusion can be described as a 

rotation about the ME host atom or the LE host atom to which 0 , is attached. 

Long-range diffusion results only from overcoming the largest of the two barriers. In our 

notation, the "LE-barrier" refers to 0 , moving from one BC site to the next while 

preserving the 0-LE bond. Thus, overcoming the LE-barrier requires stretching or 

breaking the 0-ME bond at the initial BC site, then forming another 0-ME bond at the 
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(M) LB barrier 

(b) ME barrier 

Figure 5.5: Difluiion Barriers. 
Schematic companion of the two poiiible diiluiion paths of O,- in compoimd 
semiconductors. ME and LE refer to the most and least electronegative of 
the two host atomi, respectively, and Oi is the full circle. The "LE barrier" 
has Oi rotating around the LE atom and involves the breaking of an M£-0 
bond. The ''ME barrier" is the reverse, but also involves the reorientation 
of Oi by a multiple of 60*". 
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neighboring BC site. The reverse holds for the "ME-barrier." In elemental 

semiconductors, only one barrier exists. 

Electron correlation effects are the largest in situations where 0 , must travel 

substantial distances to get to the saddle point. In Si, for example, 0 , must almost 

break & Si - 0 bond before reaching the saddle point. On the other hand, in hosts with 

a small lattice constant, 0 , travels a much shorter distance and only needs to sUghtly 

stretch a bond before starting to form a new one. The extreme case is the LE barrier in 

BN, where 0 , needs to move by only 0.1 A from the equilibrium configuration to reach 

the saddle point. In this case, electron correlation affects minimally the energy difference 

betweeen the two states. AH the barriers listed in Table 5.2 axe ab-initio HF 

calculations with split-valence polarized basis sets followed by MP2 expansions in 

electron correlation, except for the BN case which did not require an MP treatment. 

Note that these high-level calculations were done in geometries optimized at the 

PRDDO level. 

In compound semiconductors, the ME barriers are consistently lower than the LE 

baxriers. This is due in part to the preferential equilibrium orientation of 0 , and in part 

to the ionicity of the host. The LE barrier corresponds to 0 , rotating about the LE 

atom and breaking the ME-0 bond, i.e., overcoming the largest of the two barriers. The 

actual height of a specific barrier depends on three factors: The bond strength of the 

0-host bond which is being stretched, the amount of stretching needed to reach the 
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l^ble 5.2: Barriers for diffusion of 0, . 
These are calculated at the ab-initio HF level with large basis set and second-
order corrections in electron correlation using geometries optimized at the 
PRDDO level (see text). In compounds, the two barriers correspond to rota
tions about the least or most electronegative (LE or ME) of the host atoms, 
respectively. Thus, the "LE barrier" is a migration of 0, that preserves the 
LE-0 bond and breaks the ME-O bond. 

host 
C 
Si 

BP 
AlP 
SiC 
BN 

ME barrier 

2.1 
0.1 
1.0 
0.1 

3.2 
2.7 

A 
LE barrier 

3.6 
2.0 
4.4 
0.8 
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transition point (this is related to the lattice constant) and, in compounds, the 

difference in the electronegativity of the two host atoms. 

5.7 Discussion and Comparison to Experiment 

This work was part of a theoretical study of the properties of oxygen in the six 

group IV and HI-V semiconductors: Si, C, BP, AlP, SiC and BN. The calculations 

were performed near, at and beyond the ab-initio HF level. This project included 

obtaining the equilibrium geometries of 0 , , the barrier for rotation about the < H I > 

axis, the relative stability of O2 and two 0, 's , and the baxriers of diffusion of 0 , . The 

latter portion of this study was done by the author. 

The lowest energy configuration is a puckered bridged bond in the {110} plane. In 

elemental hosts, 0 , is symmetrically located between its two NN's. In compound hosts. 

0 , has a larger degree of bonding with the ME host atom than with the LE one. 

The barrier for rotation of Oj around the < 111 > axis increases linearly with the 

Pauling ionic character of the host (see Table 5.3). The barrier for rotation through the 

< 111 > axis is much higher than the barrier for rotation in hosts that have a smcdl 

lattice constant. In Si and AlP, the two barriers axe comparable. In Si, the calculated 

baxrier is in close agreement with the measured one. The oxygen molecule is predicted 

to be unstable in all hosts and to dissociate spontaneously into two 0, 's or other dimers. 
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Table 5.3: Elemental Data. 
Pauling's ionic character and covalent radii (for compounds, the two covalent 
radii are in the same order as the atoms). Erot u the barrier for rotation 
of 0,- around the < 111 > axis. In compound semiconductors, this is also 
the difference in energy between the equilibrium configuration (Fig. 2.1) and 
the optimized configuration with 0 , pointing in the opposite direction in the 
{110} plane. Ethrough i« the energy required for 0, to reorient through the 
< 111 > axis rather than rotate around it. 

host 
C 
Si 

BP 
AlP 
SiC 
BN 

fi (%) 
0 
0 

2.5 
13.9 
16.1 
22.1 

iZc(A) 
0.77 
1.18 

0.90 / 1.10 
1.30 / 1.10 
1.18 / 0.77 
0.90 / 0.75 

Erot {eV) 
0.08 
0.04 
0.07 
0.48 
0.56 
0.73 

• 

Ethrough ( c V ) 
2.55 
0.03 
0.87 
0.47 
1.91 
1.32 
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Because 0 , forms two unequal bonds with the host atoms in compound 

semiconductors, there are two ways for 0 , to go from one equilibrium BC site to the 

next. These calculations are tricky when this migration involves large distances (i.e., in 

hosts that have a large lattice constant). The more the bonds are stretched, the leirger 

the effect of electron correlation. Our best barriers for the diffusion of 0 , in Si is 2.7 eT', 

in close agreement with the measured value 2.56 eV.^'^ 

5.8 GaAs and GaP 

Some of the results obtained Ccin be extended to 0 , in GaAs and GaP. Because of 

the large lattice constants of these two hosts (approximately 5.7 A and 5.5 A for GaAs 

and GaP, respectively), the equilibriuin configurations for 0 , should be close to a true 

BC site. The degrees of bonding of 0-Ga should be smaller than either the O - As or 

the 0 — P bond. Oxygen should be out of the bisecting plane and slightly closer to .45 or 

P than to Ga. In both hosts the most stable configuration should be the one with 0 , 

pointing toward a Ga second NN whose electronegativity (1.6) is less than either P (2.1) 

or As (2.0). 

The barrier for rotation around the < 111 > ajcis should be approximately 0.4 eV 

for both hosts with GaP having a slightly lower baxrier than GaAs (see Figure 5.3). 

Reorientation through the axis could occur more easily them the rotation around it. 

Although GaP and GaAs are just outside the range in Figure 5.4, O2 molecules shoiild 

be unstable against dissocation into isolated interstitials. Since the barriers for diffusion 
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do not correlate with any one property but depend on a combination of factors, this 

work does not allow a prediction of these barrier heights. 



CHAPTER VI 

HYDROGEN DIMERS IN SH^ICON 

6.1 Introduction 

While a brief review of H in semiconductors was given in Chapter I some of this 

will be discussed here. First interstitial H in Si will be discussed along with H 

interactions with other defects. Hydrogen-related platelets will then be covered. This 

work is limited to the two 6i-H complexes which are the most stable H dimers in Si. 

Despite the fact that H has been extensively studied in various semiconductors 

(especially in Si) many H related questions remain imanswered. A number of 

reviews^^'"^^*^ have been written on H in semiconductors in general and H in Si 

specifically. Interstitial H is present in most semiconductors. Its hyperfine parameters 

have been used^"^^" '̂*^ to study the symmetry of the equilibriuin configurations. 

Hartree-Fock^-^- '̂̂ ^"^"^® and density functional theory^^^-^^^ calculations have also been 

performed on the vaxious possible configurations of interstitial H in Si. There is general 

agreement between theoretical and experimental results (predominantly /xSR data^*^^ 

but also channeling experiments^^^) that low temperature neutral H is most stable at a 

relaxed BC site (denoted as H') and that the T site (or a site near T) is a metastable 

site (denoted as JETJ), a few tenths of an eV higher in energy than the BC site. 

The vibrational modes have been studied experimentally^ ^^"^^^ and 

theoretically^®®~^^^ in an attempt to identify various JJ-related defect complexes. 

However, the Si - H stretch is highly sensitive to its environment and wiQ generally 

have a vibrational frequency somewhere in the range 1800 to 2200cm~\ As a result, 

many ^'-related lines exist in this portion of the spectrum. 

64 
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The diffusion properties of hydrogen have been studied by a \'ariety of theoretical 

techniques.i^^-1^3 ^ ^ ^ . j ^ disagreement exists as to the charge state of H as it diffuses 

through the crystal (neutral, positive, or negative charge state). Since H is highly 

mobile, it can interact with a wide variety of other impurities and defects. Hydrogen can 

passivate both shallow donors and acceptors® as well as some deep levels^^^ including 

grain boimdaries. A review of this can be found in Ref. 21. 

Structures called "platelets" were first discovered by Johnson^"^ in 1987. It has been 

shown^'^"^''® that these platelets form within O.lfim of the surface, involve H's stacked 

in <111> planes. Platelets can contain thousands of trapped H's. Platelet formation is 

consistent with the exceptionally high H concentration in this region. 

Vaxious models have been proposed to account for these structures^'^"^^^ (see 

Figures 6.1-6.5) aU of which involve H dimers. Much of the theoreticcJ work with H 

dimers has been motivated by H platelets. However, the process and structures which 

make up H platelets are still questionable and have not been experimentally shown to 

involve H dimers. 

Hydrogen dimers can also form individually ( as isolated defects rather than part of 

a platelet). Two interacting H's could form one of these complexes. These 6i-H 

complexes have been studied individually in order to determine their relative stability. 
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Figure 6.1: The H^ hydrogen dimer. 
Each H forms a strong bond with one of the two silicon atoms. The Si - Si 
bond is broken and there is no bonding between the .ff's or a IT and the 
other Si. The letter D stands for **double." 



KJ 

t') 

Figure 6.2: Tlie HJ hydrog^ dimer. The 5i - 5» bond is broken 
Each H U located at an antibonding site of a ^». inc o» 
and each of the two Si forms a bond with a H. 



Figure 6.3: The Hj hydrogen dimer. 
HJ is a hydrogen molecule residing very near a T site. In 5t, HJ i> nearly 
a &ee rotator but there is a slight preference for the < 111 > orientation as 
shown in the figure. The overlap between the H molecule and the neighbor
ing Si atoms is small. 
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Figure 6.4: The 2H* hydrogen dimer. 
The two .ET's are at different BC sites with the two bridged bonds being 
paralleL In this way, the lattice strain is in the same basic direction for 
both defects. 
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Figure 6.5: The H2 hydrogen dimer. 
One of the two H^t is near a BC site. One H is near a BC (ite and strongly 
bonds to an almost sp^ coordinated Si atom. The second H in an antibond
ing site bound to an almost sp^ coordinated Si atom. 
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A H dimer that has been studied but has not been considered as a possible building 

block for platelets, is the H^ complex (see Figure 6.6). Different groups have studied 

these configurations.^®'^-1^1 Most of this work is summarized in Table 6.1. The various 

configurations are compared to two isolated H"s. Some work that is not included in this 

table follows. Corbett et al.^®'' (using MNDO) found that H^ is more stable than two 

iTj's in Si by 1.6 eV. This work did not include other structures. Korpas et al.^^^ 

(using PRDDO) found that H2 was more stable than ^ ^ by 1.0 eV. Bonapasta^^^ has 

suggested a model that uses substitutional B- and P- as catalysts for H2 formation. No 

stability information on other dihydrogen complexes was given. 

It is generally accepted from theoretical work that the only di-hydrogen complexes 

that can be expected to be energetically favorable over 2 isolated H'^s axe the H2 and 

if2 complexes. There is still disagreement over which of these is more stable. 

Also since it is generally accepted that the only dihydrogen complexes that can be 

expected to form axe HJ^ and H2 and since there is some disagreement on which of these 

is more stable, the current study concentrated on these two complexes. The goal is to 

establish which of these is more stable. 

6.2 Methodology 

The work was done at the PRDDO level and included different size clusters (14 to 

44 host atoms) and two different types of wavefunctions (unrestricted Hartree-Fock and 
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Figure 6.6: The Ef hydrogen dimer. 
This configuration ii similiar to the .ff^ case except that each H is the same 
distance to each Si, Each H forms an equivalent bond with each Si as 
opposed to the H^ situation where each H forms a bond with only one Si 
and both JT's are preferrentiaUy oriented toward one of the two SVu. Note 
that the two H^s are rotated in such a way that the distance between them 
and neighboring 5s''s is minimised. 
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Table 6.1: Stability of JJ Dimers. 
The stability of some H dimers as found by various groups are given. The 
zero of the energy is two separated J7*'s (two BC H^s). The first column 
gives the reference number where the source can be found and the second 
column gives the type of calculation performed. It is seen that the only two 
dimers that are found to be substantially lower in energy than two isolated 
JJ*'s are H2 and HJ. A dash means that group did not study that particular 
H dimer. 

Ref. 
185 

186-188 
180,189 

190 
191 

Calc. Type 
MINDO/3 

LDA 
LDA 
LDA 

CNDO 

s'i' 
0.24 
-1.2 
-2.0 
-3.3 
-2.0 

H', 
-0.26 
-0.8 

-

-3.1 
-

H,^ 
-0.03 

3.0 
-

-

-

2H' 
0.89 

3.0 
-

-

-

H^ 
-

3.0 
-

-

-
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restricted Hartree-Fock). This work is the first systematic study of these two complexes 

involving cluster size and wavefunction eff*ects (RHF and UHF). 

The first calculations were performed at the UHF and RHF level using a molecular 

cluster with 14 host atoms. In this size cluster only 1*' NN's can be optimized (which 

only affects the H2 result). H2 and Hj were both optimized in this 14 host cluster. By 

comparing these energies with respect to a hydrogen molecule far away from the cluster 

it is possible to directly compare UHF and RHF results, as explained below. 

EH^ = E{H'2 in Si,4H24) - E{Sii4H2A) - E{HI''') (6.1) 

EH, = E{HJ in 5ii4^24) - E{SiuH24) - E{Ht''). (6.2) 

EH- and EH, represents the energy required to take a H molecule outside the 

perfect cluster and place it in the cluster and form H2 and Hj, respectively. These 

energies can be calculated directly at the RHF level (since these axe closed shell 

configurations). To perform these calculations at the UHF level, atomic hydrogen is 

placed fax away from each cluster. This extra H remains perfectly atomic throughout 

the calculations and does not overlap with the cluster. However, the spin of the system 

is now 1/2 and a UHF calculation can be performed. 

To determine cluster size effects, the UHF Cedculations were repeated in a cluster 

with 44 host atoms and the results compared to the UHF results in the 14 host cluster. 

In the cluster with 44 host atoms second NN relaxations were performed thus comparing 
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the results for the 2 different clusters gives a direct estimate of the effect of second NN 

relaxation. 

6.3 Discussion and Comparison with Experiment 

The energy needed to dissociate free H2 and construct H2 inside the smaller cluster 

(14 host atoms) was found to be 2.68 eV for UHF and 2.78 eV for the RHF wavefunction 

in favor of ^ 2 . For Hj, the energies are 3.50 and 3.60 eV with UHF and RHF, 

respectively. The difference in these numbers gives the relative stability of H2 compared 

to HJ (-0.82 eV and -0.82 eV for UHF and RHF results), respectively. In both cases, 

H2 and H2 is found to be considerably more stable than two isolated H'^s (bond 

centered H). The type of calculation (UHF or RHF) had no major effect on the results. 

In the large cluster (44 host atoms), it was found that 3.40 eV was needed to place 

HJ at the T site. This is in basic agreement with the results for the smaller cluster 

(3.50 eV for UHF and and 3.60 eV for RHF). The reason for this agreement is that HT 

at the T site does not put much strain on the lattice as H2. The greater amount of 

relaxation allowed by using a larger clusters does not substantially lower the energy. 

However, the case of H2 is different since this complex puts some strain on the lattice, 

especially in the < 111 > direction. 

For the large cluster, the energy needed to dissociate H2 outside the cluster and 

form H2 inside the cluster requires only 1.74 eV (compared to 2.68 eV eind 2.78 eV for 

UHF and RHF in the small cluster, respectively). This is consistent with the previous 

arguement. As a resiilt, the energy difference between H2 and H2 in the larger cluster is 
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1.66 eV, twice as much as in the smaller cluster. These results will now be compared to 

previously published results. 

Since a direct comparison of the stability of i7 ; and HJ is desired, only the work 

which compared these complexes will be included here (see Table 6.2). A MINDO/3 

result (using a 32 host atom cyclic cell or supercell) showed that H2 is more stable than 

H2 by 0.5 eV. However, two separate LDF calculations have found that H2 was more 

stable than H2 by 0.4 eV and 0.2 eV, respectively. These calculations used a 18 host 

atom cyclic cluster and a 51 host atom molecular cluster, respectively. Clearly, cluster 

size or cluster type effects caimot fuUy explain these differences. Rather, it is observed 

that the HF type calculations find that H2 is more stable than HJ while LDF 

calculations find the reverse of this. Obviously, a strong calculation type dependence 

exists. 

It is noted that the MINDO/3 results and the PRDDO results disagree on the 

relative size of the stability of H2 with respect to H2 (-0.50 eV and -1.6 eT^). Also, the 

calculations in supercells find increased stability for H2 relative to H' relative to 

calculations in moleculax clusters. The larger clusters tend to find Hr, more stable 

relative to H2 due to lattice relaxations. 

Since it is known that H moves from the T site to the BC site and then BC site to 

the T site as the temperature is increased, it is likely that a strong temperature 

dependence will also exist for the stability of H^ and J?2 • At lower temperatures 
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Table 6.2: The Stable H Dimers. 
This is the relative energy of the only two stable H dimers (see text) as a 
function of crystalline model and calculation type. The given energies are 
found by E=E(jy2)- ^{Hj^) (i.e., a negative number means that .ffj ^ ^ 
found to be more stable by that amount). 

Calc. Type Supercell Molecular Cluster 
LDA 
HF 

0.4 
-0.5 

0.2 
-1.66 
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where H' is more stable than Hj it is likely that H2 will form while at higher 

temperatures where H' becomes unstable H2 will very Hkely become imstable as well 

resulting in the formation of HJ. 

Nielson^^^ has shown that the IR lines at 1839 and 2062 cm~^ behave like the 

Si - H stretches for H2. Both lines anneal out at 200K and both have trigonal 

symmetry. One has .ff at a BC site and the other has H located near a T site. This is 

exactly the behavior expected for this H dimer. The vibrational modes have been 

calculated at the ab-initio level and appear to be in good agreement.^^"^ Electron 

paramagnetic resonance was used by Stallinga et al.^^^ to identify a hydrogen molecule 

in c-Si. 



CHAPTER Vn 

VACANCY AND VACANCY-F COMPLEXES 

7.1 Introduction 

The effect of radiation on c-Si has received much attention (electron and 

radiation^^^"2^° and neutron radiation,^^! for example) but most of this work has 

concentrated on the energy levels of the states in the band gap.^^^"^°"^ One of the major 

effects of all types radiation on c-Si is the production of vacancies. Several 

reviews-^^^'^^® have been written on the subject. Vacancy formation is more efficient in 

p-type than in n-type Si because the self-interstitial often traps a substitutional 

acceptor instead of recombining with the vacancy and this process is more efficient than 

the vacancy trapping a substitutional donor. Recently, new interest has emerged due to 

the effects of radiation damage in solar cells located in space and electronic devices 

operating near nuclear reactors. 

While the vacancy in other group IV and HI-V semiconductors has been studied (in 

C^"^ and in GaAs^'^^), most work has dealt with Si.^^^'^^^ The vacancy has been 

studied theoretically by vaxious methods^^^"^^^ for some time. Baraff et al.-^''^® 

predicted the V"*"*" charge state of the vacancy and established the Anderson negative-U 

properties^^^-^^^ of the vacancy (the V+ and V" , spin 1/2, states are imstable to 

electron and hole capture while V , V°, and V++, spin 0, are stable). This was later 

verified experiment ally. ̂ ^̂  There is some question regarding the barriers for diffusion for 

the stable states of the vacancy. Three diffusing species have been observed (0.18eV, 

0.33eF, and 0.45cF) but the identity of these is still uncertain. The 0.186V 

species^^^-^^^ is probably V " while the 0.33€V and 0.45cF species are probably V^^ 
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and V°, respectively.^'^'^-208 These low barriers make the vacancy very mobile and as a 

result difficult to study experimentally.^^^ 

Recently, the fast diffusion of the V - ^ complex has been proposed as an 

explanation for the rapid passivation of polycrystalline solar cells^^^. SIMS profiles and 

this passivation (observed indirectly via I-V chaxacteristics) are consistent with a much 

greater penetration depths of iT in poly-5t than in c-Si. The increased diffusivity is not 

caused by grain boundaries, which tend to trap H atoms rather than facilitate their 

diffusion."^ • Therefore, there must be some mechanism responsible for increased 

hydrogen diffusivity (enhanced diffusion) in poly-5i. 

Electrically active defects (electron-hole recombination centers) reduce the chaxge 

carrier lifetimes in solar cells. Hydrogen (a known passivating species, see Chapter \ 'I) is 

used to passivate many of these defects. In solar cells, this is could be achieved by 

introducing H through the front (electrically active) side of the solcir cell. However, this 

introduces damage into the active region of the cell which limits the efficiency which can 

be achieved. Introducing H from the back side eliminates this problem but creates the 

problem of diffusing H through the entire wafer. Recently, however, enhanced efficiency 

has been observed after this backside H passivation.^^^ The V-.H' complex was 

proposed^^^ as a fast diffusing species which could diffuse through the wafer much more 

rapidly than interstitial H to explain this passivation. 

The Y-Hn ( n= l to 4) complexes have been studied ( see Ref.224 for a review ) 

both experimentally^^^ and theoretically.^^^ There is general agreement in the 

assignment of the IR vibrational lines of these defects (V-^" 1832cm"\ Y-H2 1980cm"\ 
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Y-H3 2066cm~\ and V-^4 2210cm-i; for experimental work on the vibrational Hues see 

Ref. 227 and for theoretical work, Ref. 228). These complexes have been studied 

theoretically by various methods (EHT,229 tightbinding theory,2°2 I N D O , - ^ ' and 

MNDO^^^). While the equilibrium configurations have been determined from theory and 

experiment, no diffusion properties for the neutral vacancy or for the Y-Hn complexes 

have been calculated by any method. Also, there has not been a systematic comparison 

of the stability of the vaxious Y-H complexes. 

For this work, the equilibrium configurations, the relative stability and the diffusion 

properties of the neutral vacancy and the Y-Hn complexes have been studied as well as 

other related vacancy-complexes. 

7.2 Methodology 

The calculations were done at the PRDDO level and ab-initio HF level with MP2 

corrections for electron correlation. PRDDO calculations were performed in large 

molecular clusters (F„5z43-H'42) to allow for lattice relaxation. Ab-initio HF 

calculations were performed in smaller clusters {HnSijHig) using geometries obtained at 

the PRDDO level. MP2 expansions were added when possible to the ab-initio results 

in order to achieve greater accuracy. 

7.3 The Vacancy 

For the neutral vacancy, the geometry was optimized at the PRDDO (RHF) level, 

in the largest cluster. As can be seen from Figure 7.1, the four dangling bonds of the 
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Recowncwd Vanncx 

Figure 7.1: The vacancy in Si. 
The vacancy in the unrelaxed and reconstructed (after Jahn-Teller distor
tion) configurations. The unrelaxed configuration has To symmetry with 
four dangling bonds. The reconstructed configuration has D2d symme
try with two stretched bonds. The first number is the bond distance in 
angstroms and the number in parenthesis is the overlap. 
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vacancy reconstruct due to Jahn-TeUer distortion232 to form two stretched bonds. This 

distorts the defect from T j to D2rf symmetry. The distortion is rather small and involves 

the 4 nearest-neighbormg (NN's) to the vacancy moving slightly outward rather than 

toward the center of the vacancy. After distortion, the four NN's form 2 pairs of atoms. 

each pair showing a surprisingly strong covalent overlap. In each pair, the two Si atoms 

are 3.759A away from each other and the degree of bonding is 0.73. This index measures 

the amoimt of the covalent character of a bond, and equals 1.00 for a perfectly covalent 

2-electron bond. Thus, 0.73 represents a substantial amount of covalent overlap. The 

distance between Si atoms in different pairs is 3.929A, with degree of bonding equal to 

0.003, i.e., no overlap at cdl. Thus it is found that the neutral vacancy reconstructs 

substantially and caimot be approximated by four dangling bonds. 

The diffusion mechanism involves one of the four NN's to the vacancy moving 

toward the vacancy and leaving a new vacancy behind. The path is very much a straight 

line. At the transition point, the moving Si atom forms six equivalent bonds with its six 

NN's. These six bonds are about 23% longer than ideal Si - Sil bonds (2.90A instead 

of 2.35A) with degrees of bonding of about 0.65. 

The optimized geometries of the transition point and the equilibrium configuration 

of the vacancy were used as input for more accurate ab - initio HF calculations with 

MP2 expansions. The energy differences obtained at the MP2 level were compared to 

obtain the barrier height for diffusion ( l . leV) . This value is in reasonable agreement 

with experiment (probably 0.45eV) since an MP2 correction does not fully account for 
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correlation eff'ects and since only first NN's were allowed to relax. At the transition 

point, the 6 NN's of the diffusing Si were allowed to completely relax (see Figure 7.2). 

7.4 The V-H Complex 

For the Y-H complex, various possible configurations were studied (see Figure 7.3). 

Of these, the first one was found to be most stable and all the others were much higher 

in energy. This is in agreement with the symmetry for the Y-H complex found 

experimentally. 

The diffusion of the Y-H complex was also studied. The unrelaxed V - ^ pair which 

has Csi- symmetry reconstructs (a Jahn-Teller distortion). Two of the three equivalent 

Si atoms (1*' NN's to the vacancy) form a stretched bond (as in the case of the isolated 

vacancy) which leaves the third Si with a dangling bond (an odd electron located 

primarily on that Si). This Si relaxes away from the vacancy (lowering it from spa 

coordinated to sp2 coordinated). 

The geometry at the transition point for V - ^ diffusion was obtained at the 

PRDDO level (see Figure 7.4). The presence of the H in the vacancy allows the diffusing 

Si to move in an arc rather than moving directly towaxd the vacancy. This has the effect 

of reducing the number of Si - Si stretched bonds which occur in the diffusing process. 

At the first peak (Figure 7.4b) there are 4 Si - Si stretched bonds compared to 6 at the 

peak in the V-barrier. The next step in modeling the Y-H diffusion involved moving the 
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ISU 

Saddle Point 

3.00(-

2.66(-0 

in Vacancy 

0.15) 

.U)y 

C^3.00(-0.15) 

2.90(-0.14)\ 

Diffusion 

MOLPLT 

^2.66(-0.14) 

2.90(-0.14) 

Figure 7.2: The Transition point for the vacancy diffusion. 
The Si moves in predominantly a straight line from one substitutional site to 
another. At the transition point the diffusing Si forms six stretched bonds 
with its six NN's. The first number is the bond distance in angstroms and 
the number in parenthesis is the overlap. Note that the diflPiising Si is closer 
to the NN on the right than those on the left, and it has a greater overlap as 
well. This is due to aUowing the diffusing Si to move slightly of the < 111 > 
axis. 
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Chi o t) 
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•ite (4.35eV) 

4.07(0.00) 

Figure 7.3: TLe V-H configurations. 
The first number is the bond distance in angstroms and the number in 
parenthesis is the overlap. The relative energies are in eV with the first 
configuration (the most stable) used as the zero of the energy. 
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Figure 7.4: The V-H diffusion steps. 
This shows various steps in the Y-H. diffusion process with the relative ener
gies in tV. The zero of the energy is the V-iT equilibrium configuration.The 
first number is the bond distance in angstroms and the number in paren
thesis is the overlap. Note that the (b) and (d) configurations represent 
two peaks in the PES. The other configurations are included for clarity. 
After the (f) configuration the final configuration is identical to the origi
nal configuration except that it has been displaced by one substitutional site. 
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Si closer to the vacancy until bonding occurs between the diffusing Si and the H 

(Figure 7.4c). However, the H stiU remains predominantly botmd to the original Si. 

The H was then moved from bonding with the first Si to bonding with the diffusing Si 

(Figure 7.4d). Finally, the H rotates about the diffusing Si (Figure 7.4e) and toward its 

new equilibrium position in the new vacancy site (Figure 7.4f). 

The final PRDDO PES has two maximums in the energy. The first maximum is 

due to the diffusing Si and the second maximum is due to the H moving from one 

bonding site in the old vacancy to the new bonding site in the new vacancy. This is not 

the lowest energy PES since the Si and H would be moving together but this does 

represent one possible PES. 

The geometries obtained at the PRDDO level were used to perform more accurate 

ab-initio calculations (Figure 7.5). The ab-initio PES only has one major mcLximum. 

The majdmum is due to the H diffusion while the maximum of the PRDDO PES due to 

the Si diffusion is nearly lost in the main peak at the ab-initio level. The barrier for 

diffusion was foimd to be 1.9eT' at the ab-initio level compared to 1.3eT^ for the 

vacancy alone at the same level of theory. It was not possible to include a M0Uer Plesset 

expansion since the Y-H complex is a spin 1/2 system and the current version of the 

code GAMESS only allows MP2 expansions on integral spin systems. 
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Figure 7.5: The PES for the V and Y-H complex. 
These results were obtained at the PRDDO and ab-initio lev 'Is. The solid 
line is the V PES and the dashed line is the Y-H PES. The horizontal axis 
shows a global coordinate which involves the motion of all the relevant atoms 
and the vertical axis gives energy relative to the equilibrium configurations. 
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7.5 The Y-Ho Complex 

The equilibrium geometry and the transition point geometry for Y-H2 was 

obtained next. A suniliar approach to the one for the V - ^ complex was used for the 

Y-H2 complex as well. The geometry for the PES was calculated at the PRDDO level. 

The Y-H2 barrier was not completely investigated but it is demonstrated that this 

barrier is much higher than the Y-H barrier. The barrier for the Y-H2 complex is about 

the same order of magnitude as the binding energy for the ^ ' s in the vacancy so when 

the Y-H2 complex becomes mobile it is likely that one or more of the H's may diffuse 

out of the vacancy. The same idea can be applied to the Y-H3 and Y-H4 complexes as 

well which should be even less mobile than Y-H2. 

7.6 The V-H„ Complexes 

The energy of each y-Hn configuration was compared to the energy of the 

configuration with one less H in the vacancy and with one free H located far outside the 

cluster. 

E = E{V- Hn) - E{V - Hn-l + Jy/ree). ( 7 . 1 ) 

In this way, the energy needed to place the next H into the cluster could be obtained. 

These calculations were UHF while similiar work was done at the RHF level but only for 

even number of H's (n=0,2,4, see Table 7.1). 
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Table 7.1: Hydrogen Binding Energies. 
The binding energy for H's in the vacancy as a function of the calculation 
type. The energies are in eV and are measured with respect to a iT far 
outside the cluster. This was obtained at the ab-initio level. No results are 
available for BJIF for an odd number of Ws in the vacany since this would 
not be a closed shell system which is required for RHF calculations. Also, 
the RHF results include an MP2 expansion which is not available for UHF 
calculations. 

H number 
i 
2 
3 
4 

UHF RHF/MP2 
3.6 
6.9 
10.1 
13.1 

6.4 

12.2 
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The optimized Si - H bond lengths in the V-^„ clusters are: 1.397A for V - ^ , 

1.387A for Y-H2, 1.382A for Y-H3, and 1.378A for Y-H4. The calculated shortening of 

the Si - H bond lengths as more H's are placed inside the vacancy is fuUy consistent 

with the observed increase in the vibrational frequency^^^ of H when going from Y-H to 

V-^4. 

For comparison to experiment, the Si - H bond strength is 3.9eV in SiH4 and 

2.5eV at the internal surfaces in 5i.^^^ The current results fit between these two extreme 

cases. The calculated energies show that (i)V° is a strong trap for H, and (ii) the energy 

gained by adding H's to a vacancy decreases with the number of H's already present, 

probably due to overcrowding in the vacancy. 

7.7 Discussion 

Although other theoretical work has been done on the equilibrium configurations of 

the Y-Hn complexes, this was the first study to determine their relative stabihty. While 

previous theoretical work has dealt with the charge states of the vacancy this was the 

first theoretical work to determine the barrier for diffusion for the vacancy and Y-Hn 

complexes. 

It has been shown here that it is possible for the Y-H complex to diffuse in c-Si. If 

the vacancy represents a deeper trap for H than other defects in Si, the Y-H complex 

could have a lower effective barrier for diffusion than H, which is easily trapped by many 

defects thus decreasing its effective diffusion rate. 
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The annealing of the Si wafers that produced this enhanced passivation"*- was 

done by using an optically heated furnace. This produces a large number of free charge 

carriers in the sample. It is possible that the Y-H complex acts as a recombination 

center for chaxge carriers. Since different charge states of Y-H {Y-H^, Y-H^ and 

possibly Y-H~) have different equilibrium configurations the process of absorbing and 

emitting charge carriers will induce enhanced motion of the neighboring atoms which 

could result in diffusion. This would be simihar to the radiation enhanced diffusion 

(athermal) of the vacancy which has been observed.'̂ '̂ "'"•^^^ This could explain the rapid 

diffusion of H in Si. 

This model is one possible explanation for the enhanced passivation of solar cells 

which has been observed.-•^^ Many questions involving this process stiU remain. For 

example, it has not been demonstrated that H is directly involved in the passivation. 

However, this work demonstrates that Y-H diffusion is a plausible explanation. 



C H A P T E R \ T n 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Introduction 

Semiconductors are one of the most important types of materials in use today. As 

manufacturing techniques have produced devices that are smaller, the effect that defects 

have on device performance has increased. Some extended defects such as stacking faults 

and grain boundaries can be removed with better growth techniques. While many 

electrically active defects can be passivated by H (see Chapter VI) or some other 

passivating species, a few electrically active defects resist this process. This means that 

tmderstanding the properties of defects (i.e., bonding, electrical activity, diffusion 

chaxacteristics, etc.) is important if defects are to be controlled. This work has dealt 

with some of the important interstitial impurities {H and 0) and one of the two basic 

intrinsic defects, the vacancy. 

8.1.1 Wurtzite SiC 

This was the first study of point defects in 2H SiC. A code was developed to 

generate the lattice points for molecular clusters of the 2H polytype. The bond lengths 

in these clusters were optimized at the PRDDO level. 

Next, interstitial H was placed in the clusters and the PES for H was obtained. 

The PES for H was comp2U"ed to a sinuliar study in 3C SiC and c-Si. These results 

were used to interpret /xSR studies in 6H SiC and predictions were made for future 

studies in 2H SiC. 

94 
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This work in 2H and 6H SiC is of interest since SiC is a wide bsmd gap 

semiconductor which has a higher resistance to radiation damage than c-Si. 

8.1.2 Interstitial 0 in zincblende emd diamond 
semiconductors 

Oxygen is an important defect since the most common growth technique produces 

a high 0 concentration in the grown crystalline Si. Oxygen Cem interact with a nimiber 

of defects, thus producing complexes such as the electrically active thermal donors. 

The baxrier for the diffusion of 0 in various zincblende and diamond 

semiconductors (C, Si, BP, AlP, SiC, and BN) was obtained at the PRDDO and 

ab - initio HF level. This work allowed the barriers of oxygen to be analyzed as a 

function of host ionicity and bond strengths. This was the first study to determine this 

baxrier for 0 in these materials with the exception of c-Si which had been done 

previously. 

8.1.3 H dimers in c-Si 

While H in c-Si can interact with a variety of defects it can also interact with itself 

producing di-H species. This was the first work to study cluster size effects and 

calculation type effects on the stability of the two most stable H dimers, H2 and H2 . 

8.1.4 Vacancy-related clusters in c-Si 

A rapidly diffusing Y-H complex has been proposed to explain enhanced 

passivation of solar cells due to H which increases the efficiency of some cells. This was 
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the first work to obtain the barriers for diffusion for the neutral vacancy and Y-H^ 

complexes. Also, the binding energies for H in these complexes were calculated. 

8.2 Closing Remarks 

These results help to understand the properties and behavior of a number of point 

defects in semiconductors. While this work has concentrated on c-Si (the most 

important semiconductor), some research was performed in 2H SiC as well as other 

diamond and zincblende semiconductors. The point defects studied have involved H and 

0, two of the most common impurities in semiconductors. While many questions remain 

regaxding these defects, this work will help in understanding them. 
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APPENDIX 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

THIS PROGRAM CONSRTUCTS A WURTZITE CRYSTAL FROM A HEXAGONAL PLANE OF 

ATOMS. PLANES ARE STACKED UP USING THE 'STACK' AND THE VECTORS 

DEFINED IN THE SUBROUTINE 'POLY'. THE B-ATOMS ARE ADDED IN THE MAIN 

PROGRAM. THE SUBROUTINE 'CUTT' IS USED TO CALL THE SUBROUTINES 'CUTNSAT' 

AND 'ROTATE' WHICH DO THE ACTUAL CUTTING AND THEN THE ROTATING 

INTO THE NEXT CUTTING POSTITION. THE SUBROUTINE 'CUTT' CALLS THESE WITH 

THE LATTICE TYPE DEPENDENT ANGLES AND USER DEFINED CUTTING LENGTHS. THE 

'PACK' ROUTINE REMOVES CUT ATOMS AFTER CUTTING. THE 'ORDER' ROUTINE PUTS 

THE ATOMS IN ORDER USING THEIR RADIUS. 'CENTER' SHIFTS THE ORIGIN OF THE 

LATTICE W/R TO THE ATOMS. THE LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF ATOMS IS 4000 FOR a 

AND b TYPES, AND 500 FOR THE SATURATORS. 

PROGRAM SETUP 

1. MAIN PROGRAM 6. PACK 

2. LATT 7. ORDER 

3. STACK 8. CENTER 

4. ROTATE 9- CUTT (LATTICE DEPENDENT ROUTINE) 

5. CUTNSAT 10. POLY (LATTICE DEPENDENT ROUTINE) 

GOTO END OF PROGRAM FOR ADAPTION NOTES 
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ir 

TYPE ALATT 

REFERENCE DATA FOR WURTZITE CRYSTAL 

CLATT BLFB ALFA BONDDISTANCE 

SIC 

BP 

AlN 

3.076 

3.562 

3.111 

5.048 

5.900 

4.978 

,5768 .7606 1.8441 

C 

C 

C 

USER DEFINED DATA 

IC= CENTER SHIFT 1(S),2(T),3(H),4(BC),5(ARB)I CUTTING PARS 

L = CUTTING PARAMETERS I (6) B(8) 

C QUICK I NOA,NOB= NUMBER OF ORBTIALS, ATOMS A AND B I 

C I EA,EB= NUCLEAR CHARGE, ATOMS A AND B |(3)B—A—(4) 

C REFERENCE I ALFA,BLFB= H-A/A-B,H-B/A-B I 

BD ,DH= BONDLENGTH, HOR,CHANGE IN BD, VERT I (7) B(5) 

I IOUT= 1(A),2(A/P),3(AB),4(P),5(AB AND P) |1=+Z 2=-Z 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

DIMENSION T(3),U(3),HA(3,500),HB(3,500),P(3,4000),PP(4000),L(8) 

DIMENSION R(3) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS ,SQ2.SQ3.SQ6. ALFA, BLFB, DH 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000). AA(4000).BB(4000) 
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DATA L,NOA,NOB.EA,EB/1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,9,5,14.,6./ 

DATA ALFA,BLFB,BD,DH/0.7603,0.5724,1.8450, 0.00/ 

DATA IC,EPS,AB,I0UT,NS,NSUPER/l,l.D-4,0.529177.4,10,0/ 

MAIN PROGRAM VARIABLES 

C NA, NB, NHA, NHB = number of atoms(a,b, a-saturators,b-saturators 

C A(i) ,B(i),HA(i),HB(i) = position arrays for a-atoms,b-atoms,a-sats , 

C b-sats 

C AA(i),BB(i) = radius array for a-atoms and b-atoms 

C ALFA, BLFB = (saturator bonddistance)/(host bonddistance) 

C for a-atoms and b-atoms 

C BD = user defined bonddistance in angstroms 

C BL = program bonddistaince in lattice units 

C DH = difference between verticle bonddisteince and 

C horizcoital bonddistemce 

C L(i) = cutting parameters 

C NOA, NOB = number of orbitals of a emd b atoms 

C EA, EB = nucleeo: charge of a and b atoms 

C IC = center shift peo-ameter 

C OUTPUT = output style selector 

C NS = number of pleines made in Stack routine 
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C ALATT, CLATT = lattice constant multipliers 

C R(i) = center shift array 

C 

C MAIN PROGRAM CONSTANTS AND TEMPORARY VARIABLES 

C 

C CONSTANTS 

C AB = CONVERSION UNIT (ANGSTROMS TO AB) 

C EPS = FUDGE FACTOR IN COMPARISONS 

C SQ2 = SQUARE ROOT OF 2 

C SQ3 = SQUARE ROOT OF 3 

C SQ6 = SQUARE ROOT OF 6 

C 

C TEMPORARY VARIABLES 

C I,J,K,II,JJ,KK = DO Loop paramters 

C PP(i),P(i),T(i),U(i) = temporary arrays 

C X,Y,Z = temporary position veiriables 

C S1,S2 = temporary radius variables 

C 

C MAIN PROGRAM 

C 

C PROGRAM INITIALIZATION 

SQ3=DSQRT(3.D0) 
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SQ2=DSQRT(2.D0) 

SQ6=SQ3*SQ2 

C DERIVE LATTICE CONSTANTS 

ALATT=(2.D0+2.D0/3.D0)*BD 

CLATT=2.DO*DH+ALATT 

C PUT LATTICE CONSTANTS IN A.B. UNITS 

CLATT=CLATT/AB 

ALATT=ALATT/AB 

C 

C CONSTRUCT LATTICE 

C 

C CONSTRUCT LATTICE FOR A-ATOMS 

10 CALL LATT(NA) 

CALL STACK(NA,NS.BL,H,X,Z) 

C 

C CONSTRUCT LATTICE FOR B-ATOMS 

C 

DO 90 1=1,NA 

B(1,I)=A(1,I) 

B(2,I)=A(2.I) 

B(3,I)=A(3,I)+BL 
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90 BB(I)=DSQRT(B(1,I)**2+B(2,I)**2+B(3,I)**2) 

NB=NA 

CUT CRYSTAL USING CUTT2 SUBROUTINE 

101 CALL CUTT2(NA,NB,L,NHA,HA,NHB,HB,BL,H,X,Z) 

SHIFT LATTICE TO APPROPRIATE ORIGIN POSITION 

120 CALL CENTER(IC,R,BL,X,H) 

DO 122 K=1,NA 

DO 121 J=l,3 

121 A(J,K)=A(J,K)+R(J) 

122 AA(K)=DSQRT(A(1,K)**2+A(2,K)**2+A(3,K)**2) 

DO 124 K=1,NB 

DO 123 J=l,3 

123 B(J,K)=B(J,K)+R(J) 

124 BB(K)=DSQRT(B(1,K)**2+B(2,K)**2+B(3.K)»*2) 

C 

C REORDER ATOMS ACCORDING TO RADIUS FOR OUTPUT 

125 CALL ORDER(NA,A,AA) 



c 

122 

CALL ORDER(NB,B,BB) 

CALL SUPER(NfiA,NHB.HA,HB,NSUPER,L,BL,H) 

IF(I0UT.EQ.4)G0T0 240 

C REGULAR OUTPUT 

C 

C WRITE A-ATOMS 

: CHECK TO SEE IF REGULAR OUTPUT IS IN ANGSTROMS 

IF(I0UT.EQ.(1.0R.2))THEN 

: CHANGE ALATT AND CLATT BACK TO ANGSTROMS 

ALATT=ALATT*AB 

CLATT=CLATT*AB 

GOTO 191 

ENDIF 

WRITE(6,1089) 

1089 FORMAT(/' A-BULK ATOMS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN a.b. AND ALATT'/) 

G0T0192 

191 WRITE(6,1090) 

1090 FORMAT(/' A-BULK ATOMS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN ANGST. AND ALATT'/) 

; WRITE IN (ANGST OR A.B.) AND ALATT UNITS 

192 DO 205 J=1,NA 
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194 DO 195 1=1,3 

195 T(I)=A(I,J) 

200 U(1)=ALATT*T(1) 

U(2)=ALATT*T(2) 

U(3)=CLATT*T(3) 

S2=DSQRT(U(1)**2+U(2)**2+U(3)**2) 

S1=DSQRT(T(1)**2+T(2)**2+T(3)**2) 

WRITE(6,1100)J,S2,U,J,S1,T 

1100 F0RMAT(I4,F9.4,5X,3F10.6,lOX,14,F9.4,5X,3F10.5) 

205 CONTINUE 

C WRITE B-ATOMS 

C 

IF(I0UT.EQ.(1.0R.2))G0T0210 

WRITE(6,1110) 

1110 FORMAT(/' B-BULK ATOMS: DIST TO 0. COORD IN a.b. AND ALATT'/) 

G0T0211 

210 WRITE(6,1090) 

1115 FORMAT(/' B-BULK ATOMS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN ANGST. AND ALATT'/) 

211 DO 213 J=1,NB 

DO 212 1=1,3 

212 T(I)=B(I,J) 
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U(1)=ALATT*T(1) 

U(2)=ALATT*T(2) 

U(3)=CLATT*T(3) 

S2=DSQRT(U(1)**2+U(2)**2+U(3)**2) 

S1=DSQRT(T(1)**2+T(2)**2+T(3)**2) 

WRITE(6.1100)J,S2,U,J,S1,T 

213 CONTINUE 

WRITE A-ATOM SATURATORS 

WRITE(6,1120)NHA,ALFA 

1120 F0RMAT(//I5,' SATURATORS FOR TYPE A HOSTS, ALFA=',F7.4/) 

IF(I0UT.EQ.(1.0R.2))G0T0214 

WRITE(6,1125) 

1125 FORMAT(/' A-SATURATORS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN a.b. AND ALATT'/) 

GOTO 215 

214 WRITE(6,1126) 

1126 FORMAT(/' A-SATURATORS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN ANGSTR AND ALATT'/) 

; WRITE A-SATURATORS IN SHIFTED FORM 

215 DO 218 K=1.NHA 

DO 216 1=1,3 

T(I)=HA(I,K)+R(I) 
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216 U(I)=T(I)*ALATT 

WRITE(6,1130)K,U,K,T 

1130 FORMAT(I4,3F10.6,19X,I4,3F10.6) 

218 CONTINUE 

WRITE B-ATOM SATURATORS 

WRITE(6,1132)NHB,BLFB 

1132 F0RMAT(//I5,' SATURATORS FOR TYPE B HOSTS, BLFB='.F7.4/) 

IF(I0UT.Eq.(1.0R.2))G0T0224 

WRITE(6,1133) 

1133 FORMAT(/' B-SATURATORS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN a.b. AND ALATT'/) 

GOTO 225 

224 WRITE(6,1136) 

1136 FORMAT(/' B-SATURATORS: DIST TO 0, COORD IN ANGSTR AND ALATT'/) 

225 DO 230 K=1,NHB 

DO 226 1=1,3 

T(I)=HB(I,K)+R(I) 

226 U(I)=T(I)*ALATT 

WRITE(6,1137)K.U,K,T 

1137 FORMAT(I4,3F10.6,19X,I4,3F10.6) 

230 CONTINUE 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

IFdOUT.EQ. (1.0R.3))G0T0999 

IF(I0UT.EQ.2)THEN 

ALATT=ALATT/AB 

CLATT=CLATT/AB 

ENDIF 

PRDDO OUTPUT 

COMBINE A AND B ATOMS 

240 DO 280 J=1,NA 

270 

DO 270 1=1,3 

P(I,J)=A(I,J)*ALATT 

280 PP(J)=A(1,J)**2+A(2,J)**2+A(3,J)**2 

DO 300 J=1,NB 

K=NA+J 

-1.0D6 TERM IN 290 IS FLAG FOR B-ATOMS TO WRITE CORRECT EB,NOB 

DO 290 1=1,3 

290 P(I,K)=B(I.J)*ALATT-1.0D6 

300 PP(K)=B(1.J)**2+B(2,J)**2+B(3,J)**2 

CALL ORDER(K,P,PP) 
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WRITE A AND B ATOMS FOR PRDDO 

WRITE(6,1140) 

1140 FORMAT(//' ** PRDDO INPUT, UNIT= a.b, BULK ATOMS:'/) 

292 DO 310 J=1,K 

C SELECT B-ATOMS TO WRITE EB,NOB 

IF(P(1,J).LE.-1.0D5)G0T0305 

C WRITE A-ATOMS 

DO 299 1=1,3 

299 P(I,J)=P(I,J) 

WRITE(6,1150) N0A,EA,(P(I,J),I=1,3) 

1150 FORMATC ',I4,7X,F3.0,3F10.6) 

G0T031O 

C WRITE B-ATOMS 

305 DO 306 1=1,3 

306 P(I,J)=P(I,J)+1.D6 

WRITE(6.1150) N0B,EB,(P(I,J),I=1.3) 

310 CONTINUE 

COMBINE A AND B SATURATOR ATOMS 

IF(NHA.EQ.O)GOTO 335 
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^ PUT A-SAT ATOMS IN P ARRAY 

DO 330 J=1,NHA 

DO 320 1=1,3 

320 P(I,J)=(HA(I,J)+R(I))*ALATT 

330 PP(J)=P(1,J)**2+P(2,J)**2+P(3,J)**2 

335 IF(NHB.EQ.O) GOTO 999 

DO 350 J=1,NHB 

C ADD TO TOTAL NUMBER OF ATOMS 

K=NHA+J 

C PUT B-SAT ATOMS IN P ARRAY 

DO 340 1=1,3 

340 P(I.K)=(HB(I,J)+R(I))*ALATT 

350 PP(K)=P(1,K)**2-^P(2,K)**2+P(3,K)**2 

C ORDER A AND B SATS ATOMS COMBINED 

355 CALL ORDER(K,P,PP) 

WRITE A AND B SATURATOR ATOMS WITH 0RBITALS=1,NUCLEAR CHARGE=1 

WRITE(6,1155) 

1155 FORMAT(//' ** PRDDO INPUT, UNITS= a.b, SURFACE ATOMS:'/) 

352 DO 360 J=1,K 

360 WRITE(6,1150)1,1.0,(P(I,J),I=1,3) 
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999 STOP 

END 

C 

C SUBROUTINE LATT 

C 

C LATT GENERATES ATOMS (FROM 30 LATTICE) WITH (111) AS THE Z AXIS. 

C IT THEN SELECTS OUT THOSE ATOMS THAT ARE IN THE Z=0 PLANE AND 

C CALCULATES THEIR X AND Y VALUES AND THEIR RADIUS. THIS IS DONE FOR 

C THE A-ATOMS. B-ATOMS ARE GENERATED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM AFTER LATT 

C AND STACK ARE CALLED. MAX CONTROLS THE SIZE OF THE (Z=CONSTANT) 

C PLANES THAT ARE GENERATED. AT MAX=6 THE PLANE CONTAINS ABOUT 130 

C ATOMS. THE NUMBER OF ATOMS IN THE PLANE INCREASES GEOMETRICALLY 

C AS MAX IS INCREASED. ATOMS CAN BE GENERATED USING 3C LATTICE SINCE 

C ONLY 'Z=0' ATOMS ARE WANTED (HEXAGONAL PLANE). THE SQ3 TERM IN THE 

C DENOMINATOR TAKES THE CHANGE IN LATTICE CONSTANTS INTO ACCOUNT. 

C THE ARGUEMENT OF LATT IS (NA) SINCE THE ACTUAL POSITION AND RADIUS 

C ARRAYS ARE COMMON WITH THE MAIN PROGRAM. 

C LATT VARIABLES= MAX(CONTROLS SIZE OF PLANE),MAX21(LOOP SIZE) 

C LATT TEMPORARY VARIABLES = M1,M2,M3(D0 LOOP VARIABLES) 

C = J1,J2,J3 (POSITION VARIABLES) 

SUBROUTINE LATT(NA) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
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COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6.ALFA,BLFB,DH 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

DATA MAX,MAX21/6,13/ 

NA=0. 

DO 150 M1=1,MAX21 

J1=M1-MAX-1 

DO 150 M2=1,MAX21 

J2=M2-MAX-1 

DO 150 M3=1,MAX21 

J3=M3-MAX-1 

C CHECK TO SEE IF Z=0 

Z=(J1+J2+J3)/SQ3 

IF(DABS(Z).GT.EPS) GOTO 150 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF Z=0 ATOMS 

NA=NA+1 

A(3,NA)=Z 

A(l,NA)=(Jl-J2/2.-J3/2.)/(SQ2*2.D0) 

A(2,NA)=(J2/2.-J3/2.)*SQ3/(SQ2*2.D0) 

150 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE STACK 

C STACK USES STACKING VECTORS FROM "POLY" SUBROUTINE TO CONSTRUCT 

C Z=CONSTANT PLANES. THERE ARE NS+1 PLANES. THE PLANES ARE STACKED IN 

C THE +Z DIR. THE ORIGIN IS THEN SHIFTED TO CENTER OF CRYSTAL USING Z 

C AND X. BL AND H ARE IN THE ARGUEMENT TO GET THEM TO CUTT2 ROUTINE. 

C 

C STACK VARIABLES= V(i,n)=ith component of nth stacking vector 

C NVC = counts number of planes stacked so far 

C Z,X = variables used to put origin at center 

C of final lattice 

C H = distance between adjacent A AND B plane 

C NVEC = number of distinct vectors for poly 

c type 

SUBROUTINE STACK(NA,NS,BL,H,X,Z) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6,ALFA,BLFB,DH 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

DIMENSION V(3,10) 

NVC=0 

NB=NA 

C GET STACKING VECTORS 
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CALL P0LY2(NVEC,V,Z,X,BL,H) 

C CHECK TO SEE IF THERE ARE ENOUGH STACKS SPECIFIED 

IF(NS.LT.NVEC)THEN 

WRITE(6,2000) 

2000 FORMAT(/' ERROR! INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF STACKS SPECIFIED! '/) 

STOP 

ENDIF 

60 DO 75 1=1,NVEC 

C CHECK TO SEE IF FINISHED STACKING YET 

IF(NVC.EQ.NS)G0T0BO 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF STACKS 

NVC=NVC+1 

C DO LOOP FOR STACKING 

DO 75 J=1,NB 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF A-ATOMS 

NA=NA+1 

C DO ACTUAL STACKING 

DO 75 K=l,3 

75 A(K,NA)=A(K,NA-NB)+V(K,I) 

G0T06O 

C SHIFT ORIGIN TO CENTER OF LATTICE 

80 DO 95 1=1,NA 
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A ( 1 , I ) = A ( 1 , I ) - X 

A(3 , I )=A(3 , I ) - INT(NS/2 )*Z 

95 AA(I)=DSQRT(A(1,I)**2+A(2,I)**2+A(3,I)**2) 

RETURN 

END 

C SUBROUTINE ROTATE 

C 

C ROTATE ROTATES THE A AND B ATOMS AND A-TYPE AND B-TYPE SATURATORS. 

C FIRST THE ROTATION MATRIX IS DERIVED FOR THE AXIS OF ROTATION THEN 

C EACH ATOMIC ARRAY IS MULTIPLIED BY THE ROTATION MATRIX. FIRST THE 

C A-ATOMS, THEN B-ATOMS, AND THEN THE A AND B SATURATORS. 

C ROTATE VARIABLES 

C NC = AXIS OF ROTATION (1,2.3=X,Y,Z RESPECTIVELY) 

C NA/NB = NUMBER OF A/B ATOMS. 

C DC/DS = COS AND SINE OF THE ANGLE OF ROTATION 

C NHA/NHB = NUMBER OF A/B SATURATORS. 

C HA/HB = POSITION ARRAYS FOR A/B SATURATORS. 

C R(i) = ROTATION MATRIX. 

SUBROUTINE ROTATE(NC,NA,NB,DC,DS,NHA,HA,NHB,HB) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
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COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6,ALFA,BLFB,DH 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

DIMENSION R(3,3),HA(3,500),HB(3,500) 

K=0 

C SET MATRIX ELEMENTS TO ZERO 

DO 10 1=1,3 

DO 10 J=l,3 

10 R(I,J)=0.D0 

C DERIVE MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR ROTATION ABOUT NC AXIS 

R(NC,NC)=1.D0 

DO 20 J=l,2 

IF(J.EQ.K)GOTO 20 

IF(J.EQ.NC)GOTO 20 

K=6-NC-J 

R(J,J)=DC 

R(K,K)=DC 

R(J,K)=DS 

R(K,J)=-DS 

20 CONTINUE 

C ROTATE A-ATOMS 

DO 30 1=1,NA 

X=A(1,I) 
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Y=A(2,I) 

Z=A(3,I) 

DO 30 K=l,3 

30 A(K,I)=R(K,1)*X+R(K,2)*Y+R(K.3)*Z 

C ROTATE B-ATOMS 

DO 40 1=1,NB 

X=B(1,I) 

Y=B(2,I) 

Z=B(3,I) 

DO 40 K=l,3 

40 B(K,I)=R(K,1)*X+R(K,2)*Y+R(K,3)*Z 

C ROTATE A-SATURATORS 

DO 50 1=1,NHA 

X=HA(1,I) 

Y=HA(2,I) 

Z=HA(3,I) 

DO 50 K=l,3 

50 HA(K,I)=R(K,1)*X+R(K,2)*Y+R(K,3)*Z 

C ROTATE B-SATURATORS 

DO 60 1=1,NHB 

X=HB(1,I) 

Y=HB(2,I) 
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Z=HB(3 , I ) 

DO 60 K = l , 3 

60 HB(K,I )=R(K,1)*X+R(K,2)*Y+R(K,3)*Z 

RETURN 

END 

C 

C SUBROUTINE CUTNSAT 

C 

C CUTNSAT 1ST CUTS A ATOMS, USING CL. ATOMS ABOVE CL HAVE THEIR RADIUS 

C SET TO ZERO. A ATOMS ON THE PLANE HAVE H-SATS CALCULATED FOR THEM BY 

C SEARCHING THROUGH B-ATOMS FOR B-ATOM BOUND TO IT. USING A-B VECTOR 

C THE SATURATOR'S VECTOR IS CALCULATED. THE PROCESS IS THEN REPEATED 

C FOR B-ATOMS. PREVIOUS SATURATORS ARE ALSO CUT. 

C 

C CUTNSAT VARIABLES 

C BO = BONDLENGTH OF THE BOND THATS CUT. 

C DL = THE DISTANCE BETWEEN CUTTING PLANES. 

C Q = DIRECTION INDEX 

C TT = DIFFERENCE BETWEEN Z-COMP AND CUTTING LENGTH 

C INDEX = CUT TYPE INDEX (CUTTING A OR B ATOMS OFF LATTICE?) 

SUBROUTINE CUTNSAT(CL,NA.NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,DL.BO) 
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IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

DIMENSION HA(3,500),HB(3,500),V1(3,4000),V2(3,4000),P(3),PP(3) 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6,ALFA,BLFB,DH 

Q=1.0 

INDEX=1 

C FIND DIRECTION OF CUT (-KZ OR -Z) 

IF(CL.LT.0)Q=-1.0 

C -EPS IS USED TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN 0 LENGTH CUTS IN + AND - DIR 

IF(CL.EQ.-EPS)CL=0. 

C SET UP TO CUT A-ATOMS 

N1=NA 

N2=NB 

N=0 

DO 27 1=1,NA 

DO 27 J=l,3 

27 V1(J.I)=A(J,I) 

DO 28 1=1,NB 

DO 28 J=l,3 

28 V2(J,I)=B(J,I) 

MAIN CUTTING DO LOOP (CUTS VI ATOMS) 
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30 DO 100 1=1,Nl 

C GET DIFFERENCE BETWEEN Z-COMPONENT OF Vl-ATOM AND CUTTING LENGTH 

TT=Q*CL-Q*V1(3,I) 

C IS Vl-ATOM INSIDE CUTTING PLANE? 

35 IF(TT.GT.EPS)GOTO 100 

C IS Vl-ATOM OUTSIDE CUTTING PLANE? 

IF(TT.LT.-EPS)GOTO 95 

C Vl-ATOM MUST BE ON CUTTING PLANE! NEED SATURATOR! 

KK=0 

C DO LOOP TO SEARCH THROUGH V2-AT0MS TO FIND BONDVECTOR OF CUT BOND 

DO 50 K=1,N2 

C IS V2-AT0M IN NEXT PLANE 

IF(DABS(V2(3,K)-CL-Q*DL).GT.EPS)GOTO 50 

C GENERATE BONDVECTOR 

DO 40 J=l,3 

40 P(J)=V2(J,K)-V1(J,I) 

C IS ATOM ONE BONDLENGTH AWAY? 

IF(DSQRT(P(1)**2+P(2)**2+P(3)**2)-B0.GT.EPS)G0T0 50 

PP(1)=P(1) 

PP(2)=P(2) 

PP(3)=P(3) 

C COUNT NUMBER OF ATOMS IN CORRECT PLANE AND 1 BL AWAY 
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KK=KK+1 

50 CONTINUE 

C SHOULD ONLY HAVE ONE V2 ATOM IN CORRECT PLANE AND 1 BL AWAY 

IF(KK.EQ.1)GOT080 

C ERROR! MORE THAN 1 ATOM IN PLANE AND IBL AWAY! CUT MADE CONVERGING 

C BONDS! 

IF(KK.EQ.2)G0T06O 

IF(KK.EQ.3)G0T065 

55 WRITE(6,1000) 

1000 FORMAT(/' ERROR:PROBLEM WITH STACKING VECTORS '/) 

STOP 

60 WRITE(6,1010) 

1010 FORMAT(/' ERROR:DOUBLY CONVERGENT BOND PRODUCED! '/) 

STOP 

65 WRITE(6,1020) 

1020 FORMAT(/' ERROR:TRIPLY CONVERGENT BOND PRODUCED! '/) 

STOP 

C DID THIS PRODUCE AN A OR B TYPE SATURATOR? 

80 IF(INDEX.EQ.2)G0T0 88 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF A-SATS 

NHA=NHA+1 

85 DO 86 JJ=1,3 
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C GET POSITION OF SATURATOR BY ADDING BONDVECTOR*BONDFRACTION TO ATOM 

C VECTOR 

86 HA(JJ,NHA)=A(JJ,I)+PP(JJ)*ALFA 

GOTOIOO 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF B-SATS 

88 NHB=NHB+1 

DO 89 JJ=1,3 

C GET POSITION DF SATURATOR BY ADDING BONDVECTOR*BONDFRACTION TO ATOM 

C VECTOR 

89 HB(JJ,NHB)=B(JJ,I)+PP(JJ)*BLFB 

GOTOIOO 

C WAS THIS AN A OR B ATOM CUT? 

95 IF(INDEX.EQ.1)AA(I)=0. 

IF(INDEX.EQ.2)BB(I)=0. 

100 CONTINUE 

C FINISHED CUTTING? 

IF(INDEX.EQ.2)G0T0 135 

C SET UP TO CUT B-ATOMS 

C SETUP TO CUT B-ATOMS 

N1=NB 

N2=NA 

INDEX=2 
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IF(TT.GT.EPS)GOT0170 

N=N+1 

DO 165 K=l,3 

165 HB(K,N)=HB(K,J) 

170 CONTINUE 

NHB=N 

999 RETURN 

END 

C SUBROUTINE PACK 

C 

C PACK REORDERS ATOMS BY REMOVING THOSE ATOMS THAT HAVE BEEi: CUT 

C (HAD THEIR RADIUS SET TO ZERO) BY CUTNSAT. SATURATORS ARE 'PACKED' 

C AT THE END OF CUTNSAT. 

SUBROUTINE PACK(NA,NB) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6.ALFA,BLFB,DH 

COMMON/COOR/A(3,4000),8(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

J=0 

JJ=0 

C CHECK A-ATOMS FIRST 

DO 20 1=1,NA 
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DO 120 J=1,NA 

DO 120 JJ=1,3 

120 V2(JJ,J)=A(JJ,J) 

DO 130 J=1,NB 

DO 130 JJ=1,3 

130 V1(JJ.J)=B(JJ,J) 

GOTO 30 

C CUT OLD A-SATURATORS 

135 DO 150 J=1,NHA 

C CHECK Z-COMPONENT MINUS (CUTLENGTH AND SATURATOR OFFSET) 

TT=Q*(HA(3,J)-CL)-DL*ALFA 

IF(TT.GT.EPS)G0T015O 

N=N+1 

DO 140 K=l,3 

140 HA(K,N)=HA(K,J) 

150 CONTINUE 

NHA=N 

N=0 

C CUT OLD B-SATURATORS 

160 DO 170 J=1,NHB 

C CHECK Z-COMPONENT MINUS (CUTLENGTH AND SATURATOR OFFSET) 

TT=Q*(HB(3,J)-CL)-DL*BLFB 
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C NEEDED TO PROTECT A-ATOM AT ORIGIN (RADIUS=0, BUT SAVE) 

IF(DABS(A(1,I))+DABS(A(2,I))+DABS(A(3,I)).LT.EPS)G0T010 

C IS RADIUS EQUAL TO ZERO? 

IF(AA(I).LT.EPS)G0T020 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF UNCUT A-ATOMS 

10 J=J+1 

C RENUMBER A-ATOMS 

DO 15 K=l,3 

15 A(K,J)=A(K,I) 

AA(J)=AA(I) 

20 CONTINUE 

NA=J 

DO 30 1=1,NB 

C IS RADIUS EQUAL TO ZERO 

IF(BB(I).LT.EPS)G0T030 

C ADD TO NUMBER OF UNCUT A-ATOMS 

JJ=JJ+1 

C RENUMBER B-ATOMS 

DO 25 K=l,3 

25 B(K,JJ)=B(K,I) 

BB(JJ)=BB(I) 

30 CONTINUE 
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NB=JJ 

RETURN 

END 

C SUBROUTINE ORDER 

C 

C ORDERS THE ATOMS ACCORDING TO THEIR RADIUS. 

SUBROUTINE ORDER(M,V,R) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z) 

DIMENSION V(3.4000),R(4000) 

JJ=M-1 

C MATCHING ALL COMBINATIONS OF ATOMS OF ONE TYPE (EXCEPT A(I)AND A(I)) 

DO 110 J=1,JJ 

DO 110 K=J+1,M 

C DOES ATOM OF INSIDE LOOP HAVE SHORTER RADIUS THAN ATOM OF 

C OUTSIDE LOOP? 

IF(R(J).LE.R(K)) GOTO 110 

C SWITCH NUMBERS IF TRUE 

TEMP=R(J) 

R(J)=R(K) 

R(K)=TEMP 

DO 100 1=1,3 

REMP=V(I,J) 
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V(I,J)=V(I.K) 

100 V(I,K)=REMP 

110 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

C SUBROUTINE CENTER 

C 

C CENTER ADJUSTS THE POSITION OF THE ATOMS RELATIVE TO THE ORIGIN 

C R(i)=ith component of shift vector(in ROTATE R(i,n)=rotation matrix) 

SUBROUTINE CENTER(IC,R,BL,X,H) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6,ALFA,BLFB,DH 

DIMENSION R(3) 

C INITIALIZE CENTER VECTOR 

DO 10 J=l,3 

10 R(J)=0. 

C SELECT CENTER VECTOR DESIRED 

GOTO(100,120,140,150,170)IC 

C A-ATOM SITE 

100 RETURN 

C TETRAHEDRAL SITE 
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120 R(l)=-X 

R(3)=-0.5*BL 

RETURN 

C HEXAGONAL SITE 

140 R(l)=-X 

R(3)=0.5*BL 

RETURN 

C BONDCENTER SITE 

150 R(3)=-BL/2. 

RETURN 

C SOME ARBITRARY POINT 

170 R(l)=0.1 

R(2)=0.2 

R(3)=0.15 

RETURN 

END 

C 

C SUBROUTINE CUTT2 

C CUTT2 CUTS THE 2H CRYSTAL BY USING CUTNSAT TO CUT THE CRYSTAL IN THE 

C +/-Z DIR AND THEN ROTATING THE CRYSTAL BY 90 DEGS(CCW Y). THE CRYSTAL 

C IS THEN CUT AGAIN(+-Z), ROTATED BY 120DEGS(CW X), CUT AGAIN, ROTATED 
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C BY 60DEGS(CCW X). CUT AGAIN. FINAL 2 ROTATIONS RETURN THE CRYSTAL TD 

C ITS ORIGNAL ORIENTATION. PACK ERASES THE CUT ATOMS. 

C CUTT2 VARIABLES 

C L/XL = CUTTING PARAMETERS 

C DL = DIS BETWEEN PLANES 

C X,Z = COMPONENTS OF STACKING VECTORS 

C CL = CUTTING LENGTH IN Z-DIR 

C DC/DS = COSINE AND SINE AND ANGLE OF ROTATION 

SUBROUTINE CUTT2(NA,NB,L,NHA,HA,NHB,HB,BL,H,X,Z) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,D-Z) 

DIMENSION L(8),HA(3,500),HB(3,500),XL(8) 

C0MM0N/C00R/A(3,4000),B(3,4000),AA(4000),BB(4000) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS,SQ2,SQ3,SQ6,ALFA,BLFB.DH 

DATA DC,DS,DCl/0.,1.0,-0.5/ 

DO 10 J=l,8 

10 XL(J)=L(J) 

BO=BL 

DSl=SQ3/2. 

C FIRST AND SECOND CUTS 

C GENERATE DISTANCE BETWEEN PLANES FOR CURRENT ORIENTATION 

DL=(BL+H) 
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C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=DL*XL(1) 

C CUT IN THE +Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA.NB,NHB,HB,BO,BO) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=-DL*XL(2)-H 

C CUT IN THE -Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,BO,BO) 

CALL PACK(NA,NB) 

C THIRD AND FOURTH CUTS 

CALL R0TATE(2,NA,NB,DC,DS,NHA.HA,NHB,HB) 

C GENERATE DISTANCE BETWEEN PLANES (SAME FOR REST OF THE CUTS) 

DL=1.5*X 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=DL*XL(3) 

BO=BL 

C CUT IN THE +Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=(-DL*XL(4)-X/2.) 

C CUT IN THE -Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL.NA,NHA,HA.NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 
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CALL PACK(NA,NB) 

C FIFTH AND SIXTH CUTS 

CALL ROTATE(1,NA,NB,DC1,DS1,NHA,HA,NHB,HB) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=XL(5)*DL 

C CUT IN THE +Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=(-XL(6)*DL-X/2.) 

C CUT IN THE -Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 

CALL PACK(NA,NB) 

C SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CUTS 

CALL R0TATE(1,NA,NB,-DC1,-DS1,NHA,HA,NHB,HB) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=(XL(7)*DL+X/2.) 

C CUT IN THE +Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA.NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 

C SPECIFY CUTTING LENGTH 

CL=(-XL(8)*DL) 

C DISTINGUISH BETWEEN +Z AND -Z WITH ZERO CUT LENGTHS 

IF(XL(8).LT.EPS)CL=-EPS 
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C CUT IN THE -Z DIR 

CALL CUTNSAT(CL,NA,NHA,HA,NB,NHB,HB,X,BO) 

CALL PACK(NA,NB) 

C ROTATIONS TO PUT LATTTICE BACK IN STARTING ORIENTATION 

CALL ROTATE(2,NA,NB.DC,-DS,NHA,HA,NHB,HB) 

CALL R0TATE(3,NA,NB,-DC1,-DS1,NHA,HA,NHB,HB) 

RETURN 

END 

C 

C SUBROUTINE P0LY2 

SUBROUTINE P0LY2(NV,V,Z,X,BL,H) 

VECTORS FOR THE 2H CRYSTAL 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

DIMENSION V(3,10) 

COMMON/PARAM/EPS.SQ2,SQ3,SQ6.ALFA,BLFB,DH 

BL=0.375 

H=1/(8.D0) 

X=DSQRT(H) 

NV=2 

Z=(BL+H) 

V(l.l)*^ 
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V ( 2 , l ) = 0 . 

V(3,1)=Z 

V ( l , 2 ) = - X 

V ( 2 , 2 ) = 0 . 

V(3,2)=Z 

RETURN 

END 


